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and Chief Economist

Welcome to the October 2021 edition.

Indian Stock markets are at all time high, and the economy is also showing signs of continued 
recovery which means we may head finally for normal life once again. The macroeconomic 
parameter like the CPI inflation has come to 5.30% which is below the target limit of RBI of 6%. This 
means that RBI gets more elbow room to keep the lower interest rates for more time.

GST Collection for second straight month came to Rs. 1.12 lakh crores. It was Rs. 92,849 crores for 
June 2021. For the month of July, the GST collection were at 1.16 lakh crores. Thus, the economy 
seems to be in recovering mode. The GDP data for April to June 2021 came to 20.1% which 
obviously is due to the lower base effect of April to June 2020 when the GDP had crashed to -
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BBF SECRETARIAT 
23.9%. However, things are slowly falling in place and the corporate results are showing that 
companies are making a good show.

The US Federal Reserve has also indicated that interest rates are going to remain at the same levels 
for quite some time as the economy in USA is also still in fragile mode. 

The only risk is the likely possibility of the 3rd wave of COVID19 which may disrupt the working of 
the fragile economy and thus push it back. The festive season has started, and this would surely 
result into more demand and consumption which means that economic activity may pick up well. 
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BBF conducted 30 webinars towards investor  education
and awareness initiatives which  were attended
by over 1915 participants.

On BBF front:

Day/ Date Webinar topic

Thursday,
20 September
Monday,
2 September

Cybersecurity - Compliance
and related requirements
Monthly/ Quarterly settlement
and Margin collection
and reporting

Celebrations: BSE SENSEX touches 60,000 mark

(24 September 2021)



Patrick Prinz, CFA
Managing Director

Bitcoin Association (Zug, Switzerland)

“Data is the new oil to 
the economy"; "Data is 
the foundation of 
modern business 
decision making", 
"Data is a commodity"; 
Digitalization 
consultants and 
technology experts 
across the globe speak 
in unison and agree 
that no enterprise, no 
matter if small or big, 
can avoid reflecting on 
the data it produces 
and collects, how its 
data is shared, stored, 
monetized and what 
value it can bring to 
the business in helping 
its leadership make 
better decisions.
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THE BSV BLOCKCHAIN - THE NEUTRAL GROUND PROPELLING
THE RISE OF THE DATA ECONOMY

While everyone seems to be in agreement on the potential 
and the value of data, few seem to question on what is the 
necessary infrastructure to allow real-time data exchange 
and being able to price and monetize data down to the 
smallest level.

Every company and every individual produces data, 
constantly, around the clock. Currently, this data ends up in 
isolated databases of companies. Few use their own 
produced data in any form. Most do not even control their 
own data and probably could not clearly identify where their 
data actually sits or what is being done with it. This is the 
business model of internet companies today. 

In the past decades, communication technology has 
developed enormously. However, payment technology and 
payment infrastructure has stood still. Suddenly, innovative 
companies like Google found themselves offering services 
that are processed at a scale and speed that still overwhelms 
today's payment infrastructure. Microservices like a Google 
Search, a Facebook Message or an API request are not 
billable. This dilemma has been solved by collecting data in 
large quantities and then selling it wholesale for marketing 
purposes. But this is now changing with the BSV Blockchain, 
which provides the neutral ground to synchronise a payment 
with a data input and allows to share data without giving up 
control over it. BSV stands for "Bitcoin Satoshi Vision", as it 
follows the vision of a peer-to-peer electronic cash system 
and data ledger for the world, as described by Satoshi 
Nakamoto in the Bitcoin White Paper.

Market power will no longer be 
determined by how much data a 

company collects about the user, but 
by the attractiveness of the user 

interface, the variety of features of 
the application and the overall user 

experience. 

“Data is the new oil to the economy”; “Data is the foundation 
of modern business decision making”, “Data is a 
commodity”; Digitalization consultants and technology 
experts across the globe speak in unison and agree that no 
enterprise, no matter if small or big, can avoid reflecting on 
the data it produces and collects, how its data is shared, 
stored, monetized and what value it can bring to the business 
in helping its leadership make better decisions.
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This vision makes sense when you understand that data is the 
lowest common denominator. A payment today, from bank to 
bank, is merely a data transfer. Banks manage this data in 
silos and report ownership of value accordingly. But despite 
regulations and rules by the regulator, as well as internal and 
external audits, there is always abuse on a grand scale - think 
of Germany based Wirecard as a more recent example. False 
books are kept and data is manipulated. This is easy because 
the authenticity of the data, its use and processing and the 
control over it lies solely with the institution which manages 
the data.

very easily to a competitor's offering, and the data will 
always move with them. The quality of the service and the 
benefit that the offer provides will once again take center 
stage. Annoying advertisements are a thing of the past. A 
new internet is emerging, based on economic incentives, the 
Metanet.

The possibilities offered by a globally scaling, highly 
functional, public blockchain will bring about innovation that 
we cannot yet imagine. Microtransactions and the 
immutable ledger are the true superpowers of the 
blockchain. You could always send a million US dollars to a 
third party. This is preferably done via a bank, because the 
bank fulfils an important function as a trusted intermediary, 
namely due diligence, escrow services or support in the 
event of errors in the transaction. Being able to send values 
of 1 USD cent or a 1/10 USD cent or even a 1/100 USD cent in 
real time, across borders, at any time of the day or night, that 
is the real innovation as such a tool has not existed before. 
The global payment infrastructure is finally catching up with 
communication infrastructure.

These transactions are peer-to-peer or IP-to-IP, as described 
by Satoshi Nakamoto himself. Also they are recorded in a 
distributed registry by professional data center operators. 
The transactions can include any kind of data: a GPS signal, 
an industrial IOT sensor signal, login information and access 
rights, a bank statement, a photo, a video clip or a monetary 
value. The efficient processing, directly from IP to IP, is 
ensured by a transaction fee in the micro range. Bitcoin is a 
token system, it tracks property. It's about efficiency of data 
transfer through standardization, scaling and transparency. 

Microtransactions and the immutable data ledger are the 
superpowers of the blockchain

MASSIVE
SCALING

Unbounded block 
size and 

throughput 
capacity

STABILITY SECURITY
SAFE INSTANT

TRANSACTIONS

A stable protocol 
on which 

businesses can 
reliably build 
applications

Professionalized 
engineering to 

enhance security

Median fees of 
less than

0.0002 USD 
(2/100th of penny)

THE 4 PILLARS OF THE BSV BLOCKCHAIN

Being able to sync a payment with a data entry in real 
time will usher in the 4th industrial revolution
Blockchain-based record-keeping improves security 
(ransomware-proof), increases transparency, lowers costs, 
improves interoperability, improves the UX, can break down 
data silos, and prevents lock-in from software solution 
providers. This is the missing puzzle piece to realize a highly 
interconnected world with autonomous processes and 
systems, machine-to-machine and human-to-machine

A Bitcoin transaction provides 
standardization to data, the same way 
containers brought a standard to the 

global supply chain industry. With 
standardization comes efficiency.

Data storage today is largely the business of cloud service 
providers. Cloud today means our data on somebody else’s 
server, outside our control. No one knows how often data is 
copied and stored elsewhere or accessed without 
authorization by employees or subcontractors.

A globally scaling blockchain, a neutral ground with a 
standard format for data, represents the true cloud. It will 
deliver what many users already expect from cloud today, 
namely high availability, security and cost-efficient 
management and processing of data. In addition, a scaling, 
distributed blockchain-based data infrastructure offers other 
advantages: (i) an open network accessible to anyone in the 
world without financial barriers to entry; (ii) an irrevocable 
data ledger enabling the provision of data between strangers 
without trust, (iii) a native unit of account (satoshis) enabling 
the billing of microservices down to the smallest data size, 
(iv) a standard format for data enabling high interoperability 
and real-time exchange and (v) data sovereignty being 
retained by the users.

The latter will turn the user experience of the internet on its 
head. Market power will no longer be determined by how 
much data a company collects about the user, but by the 
attractiveness of the user interface, the variety of features of 
the application and the overall user experience. If this is not 
appealing, the customers of the future will be able to switch

Efficiency through standardization and Peer-to-Peer/ IP-
to-IP communication



communication. Imagine the autonomous Tesla which 
drives you through the streets - how does the car 
communicate with the Siemens traffic light or the 
autonomous BMW or Hyundai next to it? And how about the 
Samsung smart fridge recognizing you run short on milk, 
making an automated order to the supermarket of choice 
where the drone of a third-party delivery service picks it up 
autonomously? How does the communication between 
machines and systems happen and where does the data sit? 
Truth is, this vision of an interconnected world which we are 
all convinced of will become reality, cannot materialize on 
today’s data infrastructure. A neutral, public ground - the real 
cloud - with a native digital P2P electronic cash system is the 
missing puzzle piece. The data cannot sit in a siloed company 
database, and sharing data today means giving up control by 
sending a copy to some other company’s database. Data 
control and governance are areas which increasingly get 
attention, not just by corporates but also consumers and 
retail users. With a global, scaling, public blockchain as data 
infrastructure, users retain control over their data and benefit 
directly by being paid peer to peer if they agree to share it. 
Sharing data works seamlessly. A Bitcoin transaction 
provides standardization to data, the same way containers 
brought a standard to the global supply chain industry. With 
standardization comes efficiency. Other key features of the 
BSV blockchain are unbounded scalability, stability of the 
underlying protocol and basic ruleset, cheap reliable 
transaction costs and a security model and systems through 
public signaling which provides for economic and legal 
protection. This is only possible with Proof-of-Work. The 
entire aspect of mining is about signaling to the public, 
allowing users to identify operators which can be taken to 
court and whose assets are valuable and can be seized, if 
they play foul.
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Bitcoin Script Engineers - The human factor in the 4th 
industrial evolution
BSV has re-enabled historic opcodes which enable complex 
scripting and the creation of stateful smart contracts, which 
were features of the original protocol as released by Satoshi 
Nakamoto. In late January 2020, the original Bitcoin 
scripting language was restored on the BSV blockchain in a 
so-called "Genesis" upgrade. In order to allow the rise of the 
data economy it is, however, not just the technical 
infrastructure which is required, but talent which is 
knowledgeable in how to program with the Bitcoin scripting 
language. The Bitcoin Association already observes demand 
for “Bitcoin Script Engineers” soaring and expects this job 
profile to be one of the most sought after in the years to 
come. In order to build up this knowledge pool, the Bitcoin 
Association invests significant resources in building 
educational content for both developer and business minds, 
who are capable of building and navigating companies in 
their efforts to create innovative business models powered 
by microtransactions. Programs such as the BSV Academy 
(https://bitcoinsv.academy), the Bitcoin Association’s 
evergreen online educational content program, or the many 
partnerships with universities across the globe, support the 
human factor in the 4th industrial revolution where data is 
the centerpiece of the economy.

Patrick Prinz is the Managing Director of Bitcoin Association, a non-profit 
company headquartered in Zug, Switzerland. The Association advances BSV, 
short for Bitcoin Satoshi Vision, with a stable protocol, cheap and reliable 
transaction costs and a massive on-chain scaling model to become the global 
digital payment infrastructure and blockchain to power the world’s data. Patrick 
acts as technology educator for enterprises, focused on the Global Digital 
Economy and the development of a universal public ledger. His background is in 
investment banking, strategy consulting and technology investments. He holds 
an MSc in Banking and Finance from the University of Liechtenstein and a BSc in 
International Business Administration from Vienna University of Economics and 
Business. Also Patrick is a CFA charter holder.



Dora Hrkač
Head of Marketing & Communications

Esyasoft Technologies

(Dubai, United Arab Emirates)

Even though I am 
very old-fashioned 
marketer, fan of 
outbound advertising, 
I knew from the first 
“click” that one thing 
is certain and 
indisputable - social 
media is a must and 
one of the main 
ingredients when it 
comes to creating 
your Marketing & PR 
strategy, and this rule 
applies no matter 
what industry you’re 
in. You need to meet 
your audience where 
they are.
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ESSENCE OF MARKETING & PR IN THE ERA OF DIGITIZATION

If I would have to explain it in only one word, it would
be 

Even though I am very old-fashioned marketer, fan of 
outbound advertising, I knew from the first “click” that one 
thing is certain and indisputable - social media is a must and 
one of the main ingredients when it comes to creating your 
Marketing & PR strategy, and this rule applies no matter what 
industry you’re in. You need to meet your audience where they 
are.

These days, if you’re not on social media, you don’t exist, and 
that is the main essence when it comes to digital era. The 
latest figures show that there are almost 4 billion social media 
users worldwide, and there is also 95% of chances you are 
reading this article from your mobile device. Hopefully you will 
share it afterwards on one of your social media platforms.

If you would ask for an advice which one you should 
choose or at least to keep in my mind, my answer will be, 
loud and clear - LinkedIn, of course!

While Facebook, Instagram, Twitter are still considered as the 
most popular, this valuable platform sometimes gets lost in 
the social media landscape, and I am telling you this from my 
very own experience.

Overlooking the power of LinkedIn to reach your targeted 
audience would be a big mistake. There is a wrong perception 
that this social media network is created mostly for job 
seekers, despite the fact it was actually the way how I found 
the job, or better to say it found me.

LinkedIn should definitely be your place to B(2B), or as their 
slogans says, “do business where business is done”. If you 
start using this social networking platform the right way, it will 
surely become an active marketing channel to grow your 
network but business as well.

More than +750M people worldwide gather on LinkedIn to 
stay connected and informed, follow the latest trends related 
to their field, advance their careers, explore new job 
opportunities, and work smarter, all forming the largest global 
community of business professionals.

Those people are decision-makers, influencers, and the 
leaders of today and tomorrow - in another words, great way 
to engage with your target audience, new potential clients 
and to drive actions that are relevant to your business.

This doesn’t mean you should stop being present on all other 
social media platforms, but keep in mind that this one will 
certainly make a difference, either you want to promote your 
company, brand, employees or even your very own expertise.

- Presence!

SOCIAL MEDIA

CONTENT IS THE KING, SO BEND THE KNEE
Once you have established your Marketing objectives, defined 
your target audience or buyers’ personas, you will come to the 
hardest part of your strategy implementation, and that is 
content production.

Imagine yourself as a small fish in the ocean, trying to grab the 
attention of all that sea world living under surface. Plenty of 
other marvellous fishes, so you wonder how to stand out in the 
crowd?

This is your moment to shine, but only if your content is 
polished to the right extend. You need to showcase the most 
important thing for grabbing attention - your originality along 
with the reason what makes you so unique, so different, so 
special. And you can’t do it only once, this has to become your 
pattern, or even better a patent everyone will want to snoop 
around. This is your goal - putting out the best possible teasers 
and reaching the audience that will always want to - FIND OUT 
MORE, even if it means they might have to face the shark. Your 
digital appearance should be so appealing that they simply 
won’t be able to resist - to click!

Spreading the right message is never easy, especially 
when you know that you don’t get a second chance for the 
first impression. But once you do create your certain 
“signature”, it will drive your brand awareness, leads and 
most important - ROI.

Content marketing is an art of communicating with your 
customers & prospects without selling, but at the same time 
essential part of the sales cycle. Instead of pitching your 
products, services, or solutions, you should deliver 
information to either educate or amuse your audience.

Always thrive to upgrade yourself, 
both professionally but personally 

as well. At the end of the day, you 
are the best ambassador of your 

work, your brand and company you 
present.



According to the Content Marketing Institute, the essence of 
this strategy is the belief that if we, as businesses deliver 
consistent, ongoing valuable information to customers, they 
will ultimately reward us with their business and loyalty. That 
is a proven fact if you ask me, or in #millenials way of 
speaking  - “True story bro”

To ensure that your content has a powerful impact, you need to 
understand your clientele from multiple perspectives, 
including business drivers and decision-making criteria.

If you want the great outcome from your digital marketing 
strategy, the one that will grab attention, be read or viewed, 
and generate opportunities that lead to closed deals, you will 
need to increase your relevance, and at this point not just your 
presence.

Always thrive to upgrade yourself, both professionally but 
personally as well. At the end of the day, you are the best 
ambassador of your work, your brand and company you 
present.

People mostly connect with brands that know them well, 
which means they’ve done their homework. Knowing the 
objectives and desires of your audience will help you focus on 
what kind of content you should work on.

Marketing is all about psychology, so I would suggest using 
palette of emotions in your digital ads, considering the AIDA 
model:
• Attention: What is it that’s going to initially catch 

someone’s eye?
• Interest: How is it going to make their lives better?
• Desire: What’s really going to convince them that they 

want (to read/watch/learn/buy) this?
• Action: What will make them sign up / subscribe / book 

now / order now - FIND OUT MORE

“Publicity is absolutely critical. A good PR story is infinitely 
more effective than a front page ad.” - said Richard Branson, 
and I strongly agree with this great statement, just as much I 
agree with marketing guru Seth Godin who explained it 
another words “people do not buy goods and services. 
People buy relations, stories, and magic”.

Storytelling became more and more popular type of 
advertising, and many brands started using that kind of PR 
approach. When you have a product wrapped in an amazing 
story, told by someone your audience finds admirable, 
consider it - SOLD (OUT)!

But what happens when the story goes out in a wrong way / 
when “sh*t hit the fan”?

First rule - don’t panic! Imagine the fireman that has a panic 
attack every time he hears a fire alarm. Before you burn your 
house down, set up the communication strategy and start 
planning and preparing for unforeseen events.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
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I am not a big fan of phrase ‘there’s no such thing as bad 
publicity’. If you ask me - stick to the ‘better safe than sorry’ 
rule. PR crises are nothing new, but the COVID-19 pandemic 
has made it even more challenging, demonstrating how fragile 
the business environment can be. Companies and brands are 
exposed more than ever, especially because of their presence 
on social media channels and all other digital platforms. One 
simple post can turn into a viral sensation that will reach all 
kinds of audiences at the speed of light. That is the reason why 
it is particularly important to have an experienced 
PR/communications team within your company to handle 
such situations before they occur.

Experience shows that the most effective solution is to have 
both in-house professionals who have inside knowledge of the 
company and external experts who can see the situation from 
a media perspective and be slightly more objective.

“Kill them with kindness” is my very own golden rule when 
it comes to dealing with PR “drama”.

Be honest with your audience and address the situation by 
responding in a sincere way with genuine concern. 
Concentrate on using the right choice of words, show 
empathy and compassion, and no matter how bad the outlook 
seems, stay calm. Apologise, take responsibility and be 
transparent in communication, avoiding any possibility for 
lighting up a new match that will set up the new fire.

No comment shouldn’t be an option, so you should focus on 
giving the right feedback in time, with the information which 
you currently have at your disposal. Whatever you do - do not 
respond negatively and do not blame the complainant.

The way you handle crisis communication will depend only on 
how well-prepared you are. Put ‘what if’ scenarios in place, 
propose and create action plans for all departments including 
Human Resources, Technical and Legal Services that can draft 
pre-approved responses that can be used on all your online 
platforms because protocols are essential to the proper 
management of your crisis communications efforts. I would 
also suggest sending a notice or press release to known and 
friendly press contacts who are likely to portray the story in a 
fair or favourable light.

Gather your team and discuss what could have been done 
better, differently, and what changes are necessary to prevent 
a similar situation. Start focusing on recovering your credibility 
and sharing positive news related to your brand.

Take any bad situation as a room for improvement because 
the hardest lessons we learn are those that challenge us 
the most.

To survive a period of negative publicity, you should be 
focusing on improving your business. People will forgive and 
forget your mistake, but they surely won’t forget how you 
conducted yourself in the process. Dedicated approach and



creative solutions will help your company understand how to 
avoid future challenges and will help you to efficiently manage 
the next unpleasant situation your brand faces.

As an adrenaline junkie, sometimes I do enjoy the challenge 
and the rush of crisis communications once I find a way to 
manage the process, but of course, I would rather avoid it if 
possible and stick to sharing a great stories people would love 
to engage with by sharing positive feedback.
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“Statistics show that 54 percent of podcast listeners are either 
somewhat or much more likely to consider buying from a 
brand after hearing its advertisement on a podcast” 
(eMarketer, 2019).

When brands are planning their podcast advertising 
campaigns, they usually know they will be able to reach their 
target audience due to the scale of the overall audience and 
efficiency of targeting capabilities. Podcast advertising can 
drive great results for DTC marketers, so I have only 3 words 
for you - ready, set, action!

Digital era brought endless opportunities for achieving even 
better results when it comes to all types of marketing & 
promotional activities. I’ve highlighted only a couple of 
techniques, which I personally consider most efficient, with 
proven results and almost instant effect. The best thing about 
digital marketing is that it can finally be measured. Marketers 
were overlooked for so many years, trying to get rid of that 
stigma that we are only “spenders” and literally playing round 
instead of…hm, selling? With all these digital possibilities we 
have finally managed to get tools that can help us measure, but 
more important - prove our results. Support all your creative 
wizards, communication ninjas and marketing gurus, because 
their “magic” will help you increase your revenue. Yes, we love 
big budgets, we love to spend, but only to improve better 
return on investment.

CONCLUSION

PODCAST
Recently I was invited as a guest at the B2B Marketing Now 
podcast, hosted by wonderful Ms Larisa Varlamova, where 
we had a great conversation about my career in tourism, 
challenges I have faced during Covid-19, why I’ve turned down 
my dream job in luxury hospitality and decided for such a huge 
change by joining Esyasoft Technology - smart utilities 
industry, thanks to my CEO, Dr. Bipin Chandra. We have also 
covered topics related to distribution of marketing budget in 
software company, my key priorities, how I grow audience on 
LinkedIn from 500 to over 10.000 organic followers, and why it 
resulted in launching my new project under name - Adorata 
Emirata.

As you can see, in this same podcast, in only one hour I’ve 
managed to cover so many topics, share my knowledge and 
“advertise” all those brands while promoting people & myself 
in the best possible way - by telling the story in almost 
completely informal way - the one people can easily identify 
and correlate.

Yes, in order to be invited to a certain podcast, you should have 
strong communications skills, have some public speaking 
background, be aware of your comms strengths and 
capabilities, but most of all - you need to have a story.

Podcasts are surely one of the best ways to share them, and 
one of the greatest “inventions” in digital era, especially if you 
look at the stats that proves that fact. This type of advertising 
that has become more common in recent years, with many 
companies using it to attract new business from the podcast 
audience.

Digital era brought endless 
opportunities for achieving even 

better results when it comes to all 
types of marketing & promotional 

activities.

Dora Hrkač is experienced, passionate, and innovative Marketing and Public 
Relations professional with over 10 years of experience effectively managing 
marketing projects from conception to implementation. Focused on creating and 
developing powerful strategies, using digital and all other marketing platforms to 
increase sales, brand awareness and overall company productivity. 

A Croatian national, after completing the MA degree in Journalism at Faculty of 
Political Science in Zagreb, started her career as a Chief Editor at Superbrands 
Adriatic - World’s largest independent arbiter of branding. 

After upgrading her education at the University of Applied Sciences VERN, where 
she passed the State exam for Tourist Branch Office Managers in 2012, she 
continued her professional growth in tourism, while working for Atlas - the 
largest destination management company in Croatia, where she oversaw 
multidisciplinary teams across Marketing & Sales while managing B2C & B2B 
segment of business on domestic and foreign markets. 

In 2019, she continued her international experience within Hilton, where she was 
responsible for driving the communication strategies for Hilton Ras Al Khaimah 
Resort and Spa and Hilton Garden Inn. 

In 2021 and after facing COVID-19 situation, she decided to make the biggest 
change in her career, enhance her skills and explore new possibilities in the 
completely different industry. She joined Indian National Starup Award winner 
Esyasoft Technologies - software product company based in Dubai, DIFC where 
she is currently obtaining the role as their Head of Marketing & Communications, 
using her expertise for building a brand awareness about the best solution 
provider for enabling smart utilities.

She is also a contributing author of various travel titles for the leading Croatian 
newspapers and magazines, where she covered topics about travels which are 
part of her DNA.
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500, annually.
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EFFECTIVELY MEASURING MEGA CAPS: THE S&P 500 TOP 50

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
U.S. mega-caps have become increasingly important in driving equity returns in recent years amid outperformance from some of the 
largest companies. Given the elevated importance of U.S. mega-caps in recent years, this paper provides an overview of the S&P 500 
Top 50®, which seeks to measure the performance of mega-cap U.S. equities by selecting the largest 50 companies in the S&P 500, 
annually. Specifically, this paper:
• Highlights the potential relevance of U.S. mega-caps;
• Outlines the S&P 500 Top 50’s construction, and analyzes the index’s historical risk/return characteristics, and;
• Shows how incorporating U.S. mega-caps could help investors alleviate domestic sector biases. 

Exhibit 1 shows that S&P 500 Top 50 constituents accounted for around 45% of the U.S. equity market, as represented by the S&P Total 
Market Index (TMI), at the end of July 2021. This figure ranked in the top 5% of month-end readings since June 2005 and was far above 
the long-term average of 40%. 

Exhibit 1: Mega Caps Account for a Sizeable Portion of the U.S. Equity Market
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from June 30, 2005, to July 30, 2021. Chart shows the weight of S&P 500 Top 50 constituents in the S&P TMI. Past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the 
inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

Exhibit 2: Mega Caps Are a Sizeable Portion of the U.S. Equity Market

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Chart is based on free-float market capitalizations as of July 30, 2021. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes.
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POTENTIAL RELEVANCE OF U.S. MEGA-CAP COMPANIES TO GLOBAL INVESTORS 
The breadth and depth of the U.S. equity market means that trends affecting U.S. companies will be relatively important in driving 
global equity returns. For example, U.S.-domiciled companies accounted for 57% of the weight of the S&P Global BMI as of July 30, 
2021, nearly 8.5 times larger than the index’s second-largest country, Japan. 

Exhibit 1 showed that mega-cap companies represent a sizeable portion of the U.S. equity market. Exhibit 2 reinforces this point by 
1comparing the float market capitalization of the S&P TMI and its component indices, as of July 30, 2021.  While smaller U.S. equity 

2indices are as large as certain S&P Global BMI countries,  S&P 500 Top 50 constituents are an order of magnitude larger.
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The S&P 500 Top 50 seeks to 
measure the performance of 

mega-cap U.S. equities by selecting 
the largest 50 companies in the 

S&P 500, annually.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, U.S. mega-cap companies can have an outsized impact on global equity returns and measuring their 
performance may help to identify prevailing market narratives. This is especially the case for certain global equity sectors: Exhibit 3 
shows that U.S. companies account for the majority of the float market capitalization in most S&P Global BMI sectors, and U.S. mega-
cap companies account for a sizeable proportion of this weight.
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Exhibit 3: U.S. Mega-Cap Companies Account for a Sizeable Proportion of Certain S&P Global BMI Sectors

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of July 30, 2021. Chart shows the proportion of each S&P Global BMI sector represented by U.S.-domiciled companies and by constituent companies of the 
S&P 500 Top 50. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes.

INDEX CONSTRUCTION
The S&P 500 Top 50 is reconstituted annually, after the close of 
the third Friday in June, using data as of the last business day 
in May. A buffer rule is applied to the constituent selection 
process in order to reduce turnover, meaning that at each 
reconstitution:
1. All companies ranked in the top 45 by float-adjusted 

market capitalization are automatically selected for index 
inclusion; 

2. Next, any current constituent companies remaining within 
the top 55 are reselected for index inclusion, in order by 
rank, until the 50-company target count has been reached; 
and 

3. If the target count still has not been reached, the highest-
ranking non-constituents are selected until 50 companies 
are included.

Share counts are updated quarterly and are reflected in the 
index weights, in line with S&P 500 share counts. 
Constituents that are dropped from the S&P 500 are 
concurrently dropped from the S&P 500 Top 50 and are not 

3replaced until the next annual reconstitution.

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE

Exhibits 5-7 show the historical risk/return profiles of the S&P 

500 and the S&P 500 Top 50. Although the mega-cap index 

outperformed in 8 of the past 15 full calendar year periods, the 

magnitude of outperformance in certain years offered 

tailwinds to the mega-cap index. 

For example, the S&P 500 Top 50 posted its highest ever 

calendar year outperformance in 2020, beating the S&P 500 by 

6%. This was largely the result of strong relative returns over 

the first eight months of 2020, as many investors expected 

certain mega-cap companies to be better positioned to 

navigate the COVID-19 environment.

Weighting Method Float-Adjusted Market

Cap Weighted

Rebalancing Frequency Annually in June

Calculation Frequency Real Time

Calculation Currencies USD

Launch Date Nov. 30, 2015

First Value Date June 30, 2005

Regulatory Authorization European Union

Exhibit 4: S&P 500 Top 50 Quick Facts

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Table is provided for illustrative purposes. 
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Exhibit 5: U.S. Mega-Caps Outperformed in 8 of the Past 15 Full Calendar Years

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from Dec. 30, 2005, to July 30, 2021. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Index performance based on total return in USD. Chart is provided for 
illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations 
associated with back-tested performance.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 YTD 2021
S&P 500 15.79 5.49 -37.00 26.46 15.06 2.11 16.00 32.39 13.69 1.38 11.96 21.83 -4.38 31.49 18.40 17.99

S&P 500 Top 50 18.22 5.40 -34.03 19.95 10.91 4.86 15.95 29.09 12.25 4.21 11.29 23.28 -3.35 32.51 24.46 17.99
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Exhibit 7: The Relative Returns of Mega-Cap Companies Improved Significantly in Recent Years

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from June 30, 2005, to July 30, 2021. Index performance based on monthly total return in USD. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is 
provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent 
limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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Exhibit 6: The S&P 500 Top 50 Posted Higher Returns and Lower Volatility over Various Horizons

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of July 30, 2021. Index performance based on monthly total return in USD. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative 
purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with 
back-tested performance.

1-Year 36.45 34.32

3-Year 18.16 20.9

5-Year 17.35 19.19

10-Year 15.35 16.42

15-Year 10.86 11.28

Since June 2005 10.7 10.99

PERIOD S&P 500 S&P 500 TOP 50

VOLATILITY (ANNUALIZED, %)

3-Year 18.48 18.36

5-Year 14.96 14.97

10-Year 13.55 13.38

15-Year 15.17 14.65

Since June 2005 14.75 14.22

RETURNS/VOLATILITY

3-Year 0.98 1.14

5-Year 1.16 1.28

10-Year 1.13 1.23

15-Year 0.72 0.77

Since June 2005 0.73 0.77
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ALLEVIATING DOMESTIC SECTOR BIASES
Exhibit 8 shows the evolution of GICS® sector weights in the S&P 500 Top 50 since June 2005. In recent years, the outperformance of 
some of the largest Information Technology companies led to an increased representation from the sector. Communication Services 
also increased in size following the September 2018 GICS reclassification; Telecommunication Services was renamed and expanded 
to become Communication Services in order to reflect the changing ways we communicate. 
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Exhibit 8: Evolution of S&P 500 Top 50 Sector Weights

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from June 30, 2005, to July 30, 2021. Chart based on month-end GICS sector weights. Real Estate became a standalone sector in September 2016. 
Telecommunication Services was renamed Communication Services in September 2018. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the 
Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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Exhibit 9: The S&P 500 Top 50 Is Titled toward Information Technology and Communication Services

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of July 30, 2021. Chart shows the relative sector weights of the S&P 500 Top 50; a positive number indicates the mega-cap index had greater weight in a 
GICS sector. The S&P 500 Top 50's sector weights are given in parentheses after the corresponding sector name. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes.
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Exhibit 9 shows the relative GICS sector weights of the S&P 500 Top 50 to other equity indices; a positive number indicates that the 
mega-cap index has greater weight in a particular sector. The mega-cap index’s sector weights are given in parentheses after the 
corresponding sector name. 

Exhibit 9 shows that the S&P 500 Top 50 has much higher weight in Information Technology and Communication Services compared 
with other equity indices. Hence, for global market participants whose local equity market has little exposure to these sectors, 
incorporating U.S. mega-cap companies may help diversify sector exposures and alleviate domestic sector biases. 
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CONCLUSION
The S&P 500 Top 50 seeks to measure the performance of mega-cap U.S. equities by selecting the largest 50 companies in the S&P 
500, annually. 

The representation of mega-caps in the U.S. equity market, coupled with the breadth and depth of the U.S. equity market, means that 
U.S. mega-caps represent a sizeable portion of the global equity space. Hence, the S&P 500 Top 50’s relative returns may help to 
explain global equity trends, especially within certain sectors. 

Additionally, the S&P 500 Top 50 could have helped to improve risk-adjusted returns, historically: the index posted higher returns and 
lower volatility than the S&P 500 over various horizons ending July 30, 2021. 

Finally, the S&P 500 Top 50’s sector weights suggest that U.S. mega-caps may be relevant for global market participants looking to 
alleviate domestic sector biases, especially for those whose domestic markets have little exposure to Information Technology and 
Communication Services companies.

Hamish Preston is Director, U.S. Equity Indices at S&P Dow Jones Indices (S&P DJI). He is responsible for providing insights and thought leadership on S&P DJI’s U.S. equity 
index suite, including the S&P 500® and The Dow®, and he assists with the development of new benchmarks for market participants and promotes their potential 
applications. He is also a frequent contributor to financial media outlets.

Prior to his current role, he worked in Global Research & Design at S&P DJI, where he was responsible for conceptualization, research, and design covering global strategy, 
factor-based, alternative beta, and thematic equity indices. Previously, he worked in Index Investment Strategy at S&P DJI, providing research and commentary on the entire 
S&P DJI product set, including U.S. and global equities, commodities, fixed income, and economic indices.

He is a CFA charterholder, holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from the London School of Economics, and graduated with distinction from the University of Birmingham 
with a master’s degree in financial economics.

Disclaimers: This article is not an advice. Please read at https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/disclaimers

1. There is significant overlap between the S&P Total Market Index and the U.S. equity portion of the S&P Global BMI; 99.7% of the former’s index weight was found in S&P 
Global BMI as of July 30, 2021. 

2. Treated as standalone countries, the S&P MidCap 400 and S&P SmallCap 600 would be the fifth and fourteenth largest countries in the S&P Global BMI, respectively, as of 
July 30, 2021.

3. For more information, see the S&P U.S. Indices Methodology.
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CHIP SHORTAGES STICK AROUND WHILE THE WORLD WAITS FOR MORE CAPACITY
Aug 30, 2021 - The pandemic-fueled global semiconductor shortage has broadly affected the consumer electronics, computing and telecommunications 
equipment segments, and a quick resolution is complicated by infra structural challenges endemic to a sector long accustomed to boom-bust cycles. The 
years-long lead times needed to get a new fab up to speed for volume production will result in the inability to see a noticeable impact to semiconductor supply 
before 2023 at the earliest. While chip manufacturers have made moves to address shortages, many are being cautious as the investment required is 
substantial and the return on their capital expenditure investments is not guaranteed.

M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC BY COUNTRY / REGIONS
In August 2021, China dwarfed the other countries and regions in APAC in number of M&A deals (270), and Australia led the table with the highest deal values 
(US$ 34bn). In YTD 2021, most of the countries/regions showed double-digit growth in total number of deals compared to YTD 2020. Japan witnessed the 
most significant YoY growth in total deal value (2,089%), followed by Hong Kong (1,869%).

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of September 1, 2021. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both 
closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. 

Key Threshold (No. of Deals)
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No. of Deals and Value by

Country/Region (Aug’21)

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (21’ vs. 20’)

21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth 21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020 

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 15% 17,704 654%

Australia 1,209 886 36% 20,979 352%

India 741 492 37,224 45,446 -18%

Japan 883 899 -2% 41,066 1,876

South Korea 484 435 11% 37,453 3,442 988%

Singapore 230 204 13% 23,024 2,915 690%

Hong Kong 249 222 12% 23,279 1,182

Malaysia 246 194 27% 9,749 2,224 338%

Vietnam 298 238 25% 1,900 97,549 -98%

New Zealand 162 124 31% 10,091 24,996 -60%

Thailand 165 139 19% 23,510 -93%

Indonesia 86 82 5% 2,538 22,182 -89%

Taiwan 80 53 7,111 2,106 238%

Philippines 73 46 995 3,230 -69%

Total 7,140 5,949 20% 446,222 597,567 -25%

2,234 1,935 133,436

94,845

51%

2089%

1869%

351,736

51%

59%

Country No. of  Deals
Value of Deals

($USDmm)

China 270 12,791.40

Australia 143 34,296.00

India 113 7,327.40

Japan 88 5,258.20

South Korea 54 8,789.10

Singapore 36 11,850.50

Hong Kong 33 5,290.40

Malaysia 23 1,136.70

Vietnam 23 229.10

New Zealand 20 2,265.40

Thailand 19 14,785.20

Indonesia 16 85.00

Taiwan 9 3,041.80

Philippines 4 0.00 
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July 29, 2021 - Global Q1'21 small cell revenues grow 31% 
with unabated 5G momentum

July 29, 2021 - Buffet-style cloud gaming services draw 
more subs than a la carte models

July 22, 2021 - 451 Research Survey: Ownership of 
wearable technology-smartwatches leads the way
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PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS & BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY / REGIONS
In August, China led the table with 168 PE investments and buyouts and US$ 7bn in APAC. In YTD 2021, China remained the most active market with deal 
count of 1,139. In terms of the value of deals, compared to YTD 2020, all countries showed great declines in YTD 2021, except for Australia and China, which 
showed growth in deal value, a growth of 739% and 15% respectively.

Key Threshold (No. of Deals)

0

>1 - 34

>34 - 67

>67 - 101

>101 - 134

>134 - 168

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of September 1, 2021. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both 
closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes. 

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (21’ vs. 20’)No. of Deals and Value by

Country/Region (Aug’21)

Country No. of  Deals
Value of Deals

($USDmm)

China 168 7,451.90

India 51 3,563.20

Japan 25 306.00

South Korea 16 2,646.40

Singapore 15 1,149.30

Australia 14 199.00

Indonesia 5 75.50

Hong Kong 3 216.70

New Zealand 3 11.90

Taiwan 2 29.90

Philippines 1 0.00

Thailand 1 4.00

Vietnam 1 10.20

Malaysia 0 0.00

21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth 21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

  

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

  

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021
  

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

  

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

  

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021
  

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 80% 15%

India 288 161 79% 18,634 -73%

Japan 237 237 0% 34,379 -58%

South Korea 189 150 26% 11,915 -87%

Singapore 80 50 60% 11,903 -86%

Australia 85 71 20% 5,724

Indonesia 32 17 1,348 -98%

Hong Kong 25 12 3,488 -94%

New Zealand 14 17 -18% 682 -99%

Taiwan 8 6 33% 120 -100%

Philippines 11 4 643 -99%

Thailand 4 4 0% 13 35,682 -100%

Vietnam 20 14 43% 817 36,393 -98%

Malaysia 8 5 60% 502 -99%

Total 2,140 1,380 55% 200,315 928,657 -78%

1,139 632 67,865 58,774

69,107

81,581

92,643

83,489

48,006 739%

88% 71,036

108% 58,923

83,151

88,627

175% 81,903

81,624

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS BY COUNTRY / REGIONS, SECTOR
In terms of IPOs in APAC, China ranked the first on number of IPO (35) and Australia lead with the highest IPO values (US$ 7bn). Australia also showed the 
biggest YoY growth in the number of IPOs (390%) in YTD 2021. South Korea witnessed an upsurge in IPO value (43,268%) on a YoY basis, followed by 
Philippines (11,667%).

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of September 1, 2021. Figures are based on public offerings offer date. Includes all 
closed transactions. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

No. of IPOs and Value YTD Activity (21’ vs. 20’)

21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth 21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

  

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 20% 2,072 3464%

India 63 22 9,797 713 1275%

South Korea 63 45 40% 17,603 41

Australia 103 21 4,082 1,186 244%

Japan 65 45 44% 2,913 190 1430%

Indonesia 27 37 -27% 1,985 2,201 -10%

Malaysia 19 21 -10% 2,334 284 721%

Singapore 12 10 20% 1,167 2,823 -59%

Philippines 3 2 50% 1,520 13 11667%

Hong Kong 22 23 -4% 2,913 272 971%

New Zealand 1 2 -50% 245 658 -63%

Taiwan 1 2 -50% 32 14 119%

Thailand 20 7 3,176 -95%

Vietnam 2 5 -60% 1,005                   -   NA

Total 800 575 39% 122,628 73,085 68%

399 333 73,857

186%

43268%

390%

186% 62,618

No. of IPOs and Value by

Country/Region (Aug’21)

Country No. of  Deals
Value of Deals

($USDmm)

China 36 6,735.70

India 14 2,608.50

South Korea 13 5,628.00

Australia 8 130.70

Japan 4 48.20

Indonesia 2 1,523.90

Malaysia 2 342.50

Singapore 2 63.40

Philippines 1 226.50

Hong Kong 0 0.00

New Zealand 0 0.00

Taiwan 0 0.00

Thailand 0 0.00

Vietnam 0 0.00

Key Threshold (No. of IPOs)

0

>0 - 7

>7 - 14

>14 - 22

>22 - 29

>29 - 36
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RECENT S&P GLOBAL CREDIT RATINGS ACTIONS

Source: S&P Global Ratings, as of September 1, 2021. Credit ratings are prepared by S&P Global Ratings, which is analytically and editorially independent from any other analytical group at S&P 
Global. Tables are for illustrative purposes only. S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the Corporations Act 2001. Credit Ratings 

issued by S&P Global Ratings (Australia) and related research are not intended for and must not be distributed to any person in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of 
the Corporations Act).

VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: NON BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY / REGIONS
In August 2021, China remained the most active VC investments market in the region with 222 deals and US$ 8bn deal value, and it also led the table in deal 
count and value in YTD 2021. Japan saw the most significant YoY growth in the value of deals (12,211%),  followed by Singapore (9,110%).

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of September 1, 2021. Figures are based on transaction announcement dates. Includes 
both closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Non-buyouts will include all features except 

for leverage buyouts ( LBO), management buyout or secondary LBO. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

No. of Deals and Value by

Country/Region (Aug’21)

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (21’ vs. 20’)

Country No. of  Deals
Value of Deals

($USDmm)

China 222 7,521.40

India 90 2,477.40

Japan 55 353.10

Singapore 21 536.70

Australia 18 143.90

South Korea 17 1,782.90

Indonesia 9 125.00

Hong Kong 6 250.90

New Zealand 5 14.20

Vietnam 4 26.40

Taiwan 2 29.90

Malaysia 1 0.00

Philippines 1 4.60

Thailand 1 4.00

Key Threshold (No. of Deals)

0

>2 - 44

>44 - 88

>88 - 133

>133 - 177

>177 - 221

21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth 21 YTD 20 YTD YoY Growth

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2021 -
Aug 31, 2021

Jan 1, 2020 -
Aug 31, 2020

YoY Comparison
Through

Aug 31, 2021

No. of deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)

China 83% 9,915 653%

India 543 349 56% 14,169 6,402 121%

Japan 448 394 14% 6,711 55

Singapore 162 132 23% 11,784 128

Australia 112 78 44% 10,817 222 4763%

South Korea 183 141 30% 8,470 124 6745%

Indonesia 75 64 17% 1,197 41 2850%

Hong Kong 41 30 37% 3,018 2,232 35%

New Zealand 22 18 22% 429 2,826 -85%

Vietnam 32 25 28% 461                         -   NA

Taiwan 10 11 -9% 129 867 -85%

Malaysia 16 8 621 125 396%

Philippines 15 5 474 3,721 -87%

Thailand 6 9 -33% 10 -100%

Total 3,322 2,169 53% 132,913 99,472 34%

1,657 905 74,625

12211%

9110%

100%

200%

72,813

Company Name Rating Action

Abja Investment Co. Pte. Ltd Upgrade Aug-03-2021 BB- BB Singapore  (Primary)

China Evergrande Group (SEHK:3333) Downgrade Aug-05-2021 B- CCC China  (Primary)

Chongqing Nan'an Urban Construction & Downgrade Aug-30-2021 BBB BBB- China  (Primary)

Development (Group) Co., Ltd.

E-House (China) Enterprise Holdings Limited (SEHK:2048) Downgrade Aug-09-2021 BB- B+ China  (Primary)

Gansu Provincial Highway Aviation Upgrade Aug-30-2021 BBB BBB+ China  (Primary)

Tourism Investment Group Co., Ltd

Genting Berhad (KLSE:GENTING) Downgrade Aug-20-2021 BBB BBB- Malaysia  (Primary)

Genting Malaysia Berhad (KLSE:GENM) Downgrade Aug-20-2021 BBB BBB- Malaysia  (Primary)

Hengda Real Estate Group Company Limited Downgrade Aug-05-2021 B- CCC China  (Primary)

Infosys Limited (NSEI:INFY) Upgrade Aug-31-2021 A- A India  (Primary)

PT. Gajah Tunggal Tbk (IDX:GJTL) Upgrade Aug-12-2021 CCC+ B- Indonesia  (Primary)

Serba Dinamik Holdings Berhad (KLSE:SERBADK) Downgrade Aug-18-2021 B- CCC Malaysia  (Primary)

Sunshine 100 China Holdings Ltd (SEHK:2608) Downgrade Aug-27-2021 SD D China  (Primary)

Tata Steel Limited (BSE:500470) Upgrade Aug-03-2021 BB- BB India  (Primary)

Tianji Holding Ltd. Downgrade Aug-05-2021 B- CCC China  (Primary)

Toyo Corporation Downgrade Aug-25-2021 BBB- BB+ Japan  (Primary)

Rating Date Prior
Rating

Current
Rating

Geographic 
Locations
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MARKET ATTRIBUTES: INDEX DASHBOARD

ŸAsian equities gained in August, with the S&P Pan Asia BMI 
up 3%. India was the top performing country. Hong Kong and 
Korea lagged, as foreign investors redirected flows into Indian 
and other emerging market equities as a result of a regulatory 
crackdown in China. 

ŸAll factors posted gains, led by Quality and Momentum 
strategies. Most sectors posted gains, led by Energy. 

ŸWith the exception of the S&P/JPX JGB VIX, volatility 
decreased across the region.

ŸCommodities posted losses, with Crude Oil and Silver as the 
laggards. 

ŸPerformance for Asian fixed income indices was mixed.

Summary

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates. Data as of August 31, 2021. Index performance based on total return. Numbers in brackets are closing price levels for the corresponding 
indices. Returns for single country indices and single country strategies are in local currency, otherwise USD. Sector contributions to the S&P Pan Asia BMI are calculated over the prior month. 

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more information, please visit our website at www.spdji.com
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1. What are ancillary services?

2. What are permissible ancillary services in GIFT 

IFSC?

3. Who can act as an ancillary service provider in GIFT 

IFSC?

Ancillary services shall mean those services which directly 

or indirectly aid, help, assist or strengthen or are attendant 

upon or connected to activities in relation to financial 

products, financial services and financial institutions in the 

IFSC.

Ancillary service providers in IFSC may engage in any one 

or more of the following activities:

(i) Legal, Compliance and Secretarial;

(ii) Auditing, Accounting, Bookkeeping and Taxation 

Services;

(iii) Professional & Management Consulting Services;

(iv) Administration, Assets Management Support Services 

and Trusteeship Services;

(v) Any other services as approved by IFSCA from time to 

time.

Following entities are eligible to act as an ancillary service 

provider in GIFT IFSC:

(i) Any existing or newly incorporated entity set up in the 

IFSC; or

(ii) Branch or a subsidiary of any Indian or foreign 

incorporated entity.

(iii) The entity may be set up in the IFSC in the form of a 

company or a limited liability partnership or a registered 

partnership firm, their branch thereof or any other form 

as may be approved by the IFSCA;

4. To whom the services would be provided?
Ancillary service providers can provide permissible 
services to any one or more of the following:

(i) Entity(ies) set up in the GIFT IFSC;
(ii) entities from foreign jurisdictions for various 

permissible ancillary services in the IFSCs in India or 
overseas;

(iii) Indian entities who propose to open, set up or carry out 
operations in IFSCs or foreign jurisdiction, provided 
consideration is received in freely convertible foreign 
currency.

SANDIP SHAH
Head- IFSC Dept.
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City
Co. Ltd. (GIFT City)

FRAMEWORK FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES AT GIFT IFSC

Ancillary services shall mean those 
services which directly or indirectly 
aid, help, assist or strengthen or are 

attendant upon or connected to 
activities in relation to financial 
products, financial services and 
financial institutions in the IFSC.

5. Which currency is to be used for conduct of 
business in GIFT IFSC?
Service providers shall transact in freely convertible foreign 
currency only. However, the service providers may defray
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10. What are the benefits of setting up unit as an 

ancillary service provider in GIFT IFSC?

11. What is the tax framework for ancillary service 

providers in IFSC?

The key benefits for an Ancillary service provider in IFSC are 

as follows:

a) Various tax and regulatory incentives and exemptions 

granted

b) Lower operating costs

c) Availability of skilled professionals

d) Robust regulatory and legal environment

e) Thriving international financial services ecosystem

f) World class infrastructure, unparalleled connectivity 

and transportation access.

a) Tax holiday for 10 consecutive years out of block of 15 

years in respect of income from business carried on in 

IFSC.

b) Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT)/ Alternate Minimum Tax 

(AMT) - 9% of the book profits applies to Company / 

others setup as a unit in IFSC (MAT not applicable to 

companies in IFSC opting for new tax regime).

c) No GST on services (a) received by unit in IFSC; and (b) 

provided by IFSC / SEZ units to offshore clients.

their administrative expenses in INR by maintaining an INR 
account.

Following fee is applicable for the Ancillary Service 
Provider:

Application Fee : USD 500
Authorisation Fees per activity: USD 2,000 (for 5 years)

6. What are the fees applicable for Ancillary Service 
Providers in GIFT IFSC?

Sandip Shah, Head of IFSC Dept. at Gujarat International Finance Tec - City Co. 
Ltd (GIFT City). GIFT City is developing an International Financial Services hub in 
Gandhinagar, Gujarat. Mr. Shah has over 11 years of professional experience in 
Project Development, Policy Matters, International Financial services regulations 
and Securities market.

He is a Bachelor of Commerce and Master of Business Administration with 
specialization in International Finance. He has also done Diploma in Foreign 
Exchange and Risk Management and Company Secretary - Intermediate from 
Institute of Company Secretaries of India.

He has been involved from the beginning of International Financial Services 
Centre at GIFT City. He has been leading various initiatives with IFSC Authority, 
Ministry of Finance, RBI, SEBI and IRDAI to develop and promote IFSC globally. 
He is also instrumental in preparing key regulatory proposals for IFSC institutions. 
Mr. Shah works closely with IFSC Authority for developing new lines of business 
such as Aircraft leasing, International Bullion Exchange, Offshore Fund 
management etc.

Currently, he is the Head of IFSC Department at GIFT City and has been 
instrumental in bringing domestic and international financial institutions in GIFT 
City. Mr. Shah has played key role for signing cooperation for GIFT City with 
Bloomberg, Refinitiv and educational institutes like Gujarat National Law 
University, Nirma University, ICFAI Business School and National Institute of 
Financial Management (NIFM).

He has worked extensively in various Committees formed by Ministry of Finance, 
Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Civil Aviation in the areas of international 
financial services.

Currently, he is a Member of Steering Committee set up by Ministry of Finance for 
promoting export of financial services in India. Mr. Shah is also a visiting faculty 
at Institute of Commerce, Nirma University.

Service providers shall transact in 
freely convertible foreign currency 
only. However, the service providers 

may defray their administrative 
expenses in INR by maintaining an INR 

account.

7. What are the approvals required for setting up unit 
as an Ancillary Service Provider in the IFSC?

8. What would be the manner in which the Books of 
Accounts, Records and Documents are maintained?

9. What are the reports /Information required to be 
submitted by the service provider?

Approvals required to be obtained for setting up unit as an 
Ancillary Service Provider in the IFSC are as follows:

a) Approval from SEZ authorities (not required in case of 
existing entity in IFSC)

b) Approval from IFSC Authority

The service providers shall maintain books of accounts, 
records and documents in such foreign currency as 
declared while making an application to IFSCA.

(i) Annual financial statements for the entity registered.

(ii) Confirmation of compliance with the regulations, 
circulars, guidelines and/or directions as issued by 
IFSC Authority from time to time.

(iii) Details of material regulatory action, if any.

(iv) Financial information would need to be provided in US 
Dollar.
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he origin of Merchant banking is to be traced to Italy in 
late medieval times and France during the seventeenth Tand eighteenth centuries. The Italian merchant bankers 

introduced into England not only the bill of exchange but also all 
the institutions and techniques connected with an organized 
money market. In France, during seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries a merchant banker was not merely a trader but an 
entrepreneur par excellence. He invested his accumulated 
profits in all kinds of promising activities. Over a period of time, 
with the significant role played by these merchant bankers 
came increased responsibility. Merchant bankers play an 
important role in the Indian economy and capital markets. The 
Merchant Bankers are regulated by Securities and Exchange 
Board of India (“SEBI”). The SEBI (Merchant Banking) 
Regulations, 1992 (“Merchant Banking Regulations / 
Regulations”) makes detailed provisions in this regard.

In the case of Enam Securities Pvt. Ltd. v SEBI, Appeal No. 
39 of 2011, the Hon’ble Tribunal stated that a merchant banker 
is the eyes and ears of the regulator whose responsibility is to 
ensure that the corporate entity utilizing its services is acting in 
accordance with the laid down norms and in case of violation, 
bring the violation to the notice of the regulator for appropriate 
action.

A “merchant banker” means any person who is engaged in the 
business of issue management either by making arrangements 
regarding selling, buying or subscribing to securities or acting 
as manager, consultant, adviser or rendering corporate 
advisory service in relation to such issue management. With 
effect from December 1997, an application for carrying on the 
activities of a merchant banker can be made only under 
Category 1. A merchant banker registered under Category 1 
can (i) carry on any activity of the issue management, which 
will, inter alia, consist of preparation of prospectus and other 
information relating to the issue, determining financial

1. What are the general obligations and responsibilities of 
Merchant Banker in a transaction? 

structure, tie up of financiers and final allotment and refund of 
the subscriptions; and (ii) act as adviser, consultant, manager, 
underwriter, portfolio manager.

The general obligations and responsibilities are provided under 
Chapter 3 of the Merchant Banking Regulations. The 
Regulations also provide for a Code of Conduct to be followed 
by the Merchant Bankers. 

The regulations provide for various requirements to be 
complied with by a Merchant Banker including that they cannot 
associate with any other business other than stock market. The 
regulations also provide for maintenance of books of accounts, 
records etc, submission of half yearly results to SEBI and report 
on steps taken on auditor’s report. It has been provided that no 
lead manager shall agree to manage or be associated with any 
issue unless his responsibilities relating to issue mainly, those 
of disclosures, allotment and refund are clearly defined, 
allocated and determined and a statement specifying such

ZERICK DASTUR
Founder
Zerick Dastur, Advocates and Solicitors

DILIGENCE OVERCOMES DIFFICULTIES -
STANDARDS OF DUE DILIGENCE

Merchant bankers play an important role 
in the Indian economy and capital markets. 

The Merchant Bankers are regulated by 
Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(“SEBI”). The SEBI (Merchant Banking) 
Regulations, 1992 (“Merchant Banking 

Regulations / Regulations”) makes detailed 
provisions in this regard.
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responsibilities is furnished to SEBI at least one month before 
the opening of the issue for subscription. Further a lead 
merchant banker shall not associate with a merchant banker 
without registration and that they shall not lead, manage any 
issue or be associated with any activity undertaken under any 
regulations made by the Board, if he is a promoter or a director 
or an associate of the issuer of securities or of any person 
making an offer to sell or purchase securities in terms of any 
regulations made by the Board.

In view of the importance of the role performed by Merchant 
Bankers, it is imperative that they exercise due diligence in the 
performance of their role and duties. 

It is perhaps rightly said that “For every two minutes of glamour, 
there are eight hours of hard work.” This is perhaps true in the 
context of merchant bankers who play a crucial role in the 
securities market and who put in huge efforts towards the 
performance of their duties in the securities market.

It is mandatory to appoint a merchant banker registered with 
SEBI prior to any of the transactions relating to initial public 
offerings, substantial acquisition and takeover of shares, 
delisting of securities and buyback of shares.

The role of the merchant banker can be conclusively defined 
through a saying of Benjamin Franklin that “Diligence is the 
mother of good luck.” 

In case of initial public offerings, the merchant banker has a 
dual responsibility i.e. pre-issue and post-issue. The SEBI 
(Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 
2018 (“SEBI ICDR”) provide that it is mandatory for every 
issuer of securities to appoint one or more prominent merchant 
bankers who shall be registered with the SEBI and must act as 
the manager(s) of such issue of securities.

The SEBI ICDR provide that the lead manager i.e merchant 
banker shall exercise due diligence and satisfy themselves 
about all aspects of the issue including the veracity and 
adequacy of disclosures in documents such as draft offer 
document, offer document, draft letter of offer and letters of 
offer relating to initial public offer, follow-on public offers, rights 
issue or qualified institutional placement. The Regulations also 
put an obligation upon the lead manager to submit a due 
diligence certificate along with the offer documents.

The SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeover) 
Regulations, 2011 also specifically lay down obligations of a 
merchant banker in an open offer. First and foremost, a 
merchant banker by exercising due diligence has to ensure that

2. Discuss the role played by Merchant Bankers in 
connection with various transactions relating to the 
securities market and the SEBI Regulations that provide for 
exercise of due diligence by a Merchant Banker during 
these transactions. 

an acquirer is able to implement an open offer and has made 
firm financial arrangements to meet its payment obligations. It 
is incumbent upon them to ensure that the contents of the 
public documents are true, fair and adequate and that all the 
intermediaries involved in the transaction are registered with 
SEBI. An important prerequisite before the takeover offer goes 
ahead is that due diligence must be conducted by the 
appointed merchant banker and that merchant banker shall 
furnish to SEBI a due diligence certificate along with draft letter 
of offer. 

The SEBI ICDR provide that the lead 
manager i.e merchant banker shall 
exercise due diligence and satisfy 

themselves about all aspects of the 
issue including the veracity and 

adequacy of disclosures in documents 
such as draft offer document, offer 
document, draft letter of offer and 
letters of offer relating to initial 

public offer, follow-on public offers, 
rights issue or qualified institutional 

placement.

Under Regulation 25 of the SEBI (Buy-back of Securities) 
Regulations 2018, the Merchant Banker is inter alia obligated to 
ensure that the company has made arrangements for payment 
and is able to implement the offer made through the public 
announcement and letter of offer and that the content of such 
offer is true, fair, and adequate. The Merchant Banker should 
also satisfy themselves that the provisions and regulations 
relating to escrow account, the release of balance amount by 
the bank and any other laws applicable have been complied 
with and also that a due diligence certificate, draft letter of 
offer, and a final report are submitted to SEBI.

Regulation 29 of the SEBI (Delisting of Equity Shares) 
Regulations, 2021 provides that the manager i.e. merchant 
banker to the offer shall exercise due diligence, care and 
professional judgment to ensure compliance with the 
regulations.
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3. Discuss the concept and standards of due diligence 
discussed in various Judgements of Courts and Tribunals.
The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of Chander Kanta 
Bansal Vs. Rajender Singh Anand, 2008 (5) SCC 117 held 
that due diligence in law means reasonable diligence and doing 
“everything reasonable, not everything possible”.

No. 99 of 2007, HSBC was appointed as the merchant banker 
for an open offer. The charge in the enquiry proceedings was 
that the appellant-merchant banker had failed to comply with 
provision under the then Takeover Code and certain clauses of 
the Code of Conduct to the Merchant Banking Regulations in as 
much as in the letter of offer there was a wrong disclosure that 
all issued equity shares of the target company were listed on 
the stock exchanges of Chennai, Mumbai, Delhi and 
Ahmedabad whereas some shares, in fact, were not listed. The 
merchant banker argued that they had exercised due diligence 
in obtaining adequate information from reliable sources based 
upon which the disclosure was made in letter of offer. The 
Hon’ble Tribunal stated that the truth and correctness of the 
letter of offer is a fundamental responsibility of the merchant 
banker which he has to discharge by exercising due diligence. 
The Hon’ble Tribunal noted that no specific query in this respect 
was made from the right sources of such information namely 
the target company and the stock exchanges though it was 
known that information about the listing of the shares of the 
target company in each stock exchange was specifically 
required to be disclosed in the letter of offer. Instead, the 
merchant banker made a presumption that all shares were 
listed on the four stock exchanges and left it to others to point 
out if that was not the fact. The Hon’ble Tribunal while passing 
the Order held that this is certainly no way to exercise due 
diligence and agreed with the finding of SEBI that the merchant 
banker had violated the law.

As the saying goes “Work is doing it. Discipline is doing it every 
day. Diligence is doing it well every day.” - Dave Ramsay

Zerick Dastur is Proprietor of the Law Firm, practicing in the field of Court 
litigation, Dispute Resolution, Arbitration, Securities law and Competition Law. 
He is a triple Gold Medalist from Mumbai University having topped the Mumbai 
University in Law. His practice covers diverse areas of Corporate, Commercial, 
Securities law and Regulatory disputes. He is representing a number of clients in 
the Port Sector, Infrastructure and Mining Sectors. He has represented clients in 
domestic and international, commercial arbitration matters. He handles a 
number of cases relating to securities law litigation and SEBI. He was a former 
Partner at the Law Firm, J. Sagar Associates.

He has litigation experience before the Hon’ble Supreme Court, various State 
High Courts Statutory Tribunals and Regulators. He has been involved in a number 
of matters involving issues of Constitution Law. He has been involved in landmark 
matters involving defence of Auditors and Corporate clients before various 
Regulators/Civil/Criminal Courts and Tribunals in connection with Corporate 
frauds. He has also advised various clients in matters involving shareholder 
disputes and minority actions before the NCLT and CLB.

He also practices Securities Law and appears before the Securities Appellate 
Tribunal and the SEBI. He has advised clients in connection with Competition Law 
issues in everyday business operations including issues relating to anti-
competitive agreements and abuse of dominance by enterprises.

He writes for various newspapers and publications on issues relating to 
Corporate law, Arbitration, Commercial and Competition Law. He regularly writes 
on securities law for the publication run by the Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers 
Forum. He is a regular speaker at events organised by Economic Times, VC Circle, 
Indian Merchant Chambers, Consumer Resources, Corporate Knowledge 
Foundation and the World Zoroastrian Chamber of Commerce.

He is a Member of the Law Committee of Indian Merchant Chambers and was 
involved in the drafting of the Rules for the IMC International Arbitration Centre.

(Advocate Zerick Dastur, Advocate Khushil Shah and Advocate Jennifer 
Sanjana)

Views of the author are personal and do not constitute legal advice.

As the saying goes “Work is doing it. 
Discipline is doing it every day. Diligence 

is doing it well every day.
- Dave Ramsay

In the case of Almondz Global Securities Ltd v. SEBI, Appeal 
No. 275 of 2014, the Hon’ble Securities Appellate Tribunal has 
categorically held that even though analysing bank statements 
may not be absolutely necessary in the facts and 
circumstances of a given case, the merchant banker should 
have, as a responsible merchant banker perused the bank 
statements of the company concerned to ensure that nothing 
material had escaped merchant banker’s notice. The dispute in 
the case revolved around the concept of due diligence and the 
lengths to which the merchant banker/book running lead 
manager should go to ensure true and adequate disclosure of 
material information in the offer documents. Almondz was 
hired as the book running lead manager for IPOs floated by two 
companies, namely, PG Electroplast (“PGEL”) and Bhartiya 
Global Infomedia Ltd. (“BGIL”). In case of PGEL, the merchant 
banker was held guilty for not analysing the bank statements 
and thereby failing to disclose the inter corporate deposits in 
the offer documents. In the case of BGIL, the merchant banker 
had failed to disclose certain related party transactions and 
inter corporate deposits in the offer documents. While 
upholding the Order of SEBI, the Hon’ble Tribunal also dealt with 
the concept of due diligence. The Hon’ble Tribunal held that the 
diligentia that is expected of a Merchant Banker in a given case 
is such care as would be taken by a reasonable person. It would 
be the diligence or care a reasonable person would employ in a 
given situation. Degree of such care or diligence would, 
undoubtedly, differ from case to case and no straight-jacket 
formula can be prescribed by law. The Hon’ble Tribunal also 
noted that the principle of due diligence is, by nature, incapable 
of being defined in precise terms and has, therefore, been left 
open or flexible to be determined in each case as per the 
existing facts and circumstances.

In the case of HSBC Securities and Capital Markets (India) 
Private Limited v. The Whole Time Member, SEBI, Appeal 
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It has been said before but is certainly 
not said enough - the COVID-19 pandemic 
has exacerbated economic distress for 

women. The economic impact is 
disproportionately affecting women, 
and this a policy challenge that must 

be addressed.
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Be it in Australia, India or the ASEAN region, the pandemic 
has had a disproportionate impact on women. In Australia, 
according to the Grattan Institute, women’s jobs were hit 
harder than men’s during lockdowns and women’s 
employment did not catch up even as the overall economy 
reopened. In Latin America, women were 50% more likely 
than men to lose a job in the pandemic’s first months. In the 
US, women have not only lost jobs, their labour force 
participation has also declined, leading the Institute of 
Women’s Policy Research to label the crisis a 
“shecession”. 

The list of disruptions and its consequent impact is endless.

Studies in multiple countries have found job losses for 
women have been more pronounced than for men. 
Women’s employment is also concentrated in pandemic-
impacted sectors, particularly service sectors.
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What makes the Indian situation worse is that, relative to 
their international counterparts, Indian women are already 
greatly under represented in the workforce and face 
considerable wage disparity.

Even before COVID-19, India’s female labour force 
1

participation rate (LFPR)  was one of the lowest in the 
world. Compared to the world average of 47.1%, India’s 
LFPR was just 20.5% in 2019.

That situation is worsening. In just over a decade, the LFPR 
for women in rural areas halved to 24.6% (2017-18) from 
49.4% (2004-05). The ratio is 20.4% (2017-18) for urban 
women. Some structural factors explain this decline. A rise 
in household incomes has discouraged many women from 
casual/helper work. Limited opportunities, the need for jobs 
near home and lack of reskilling facilities to prepare for non-
farm jobs have also led to the withdrawal of many rural 
women from the labour force.

Low participation in the labour force

Figure 1. Female labour force participation rate

Source: World Bank Indicators (September 2019), ANZ Research

Gender wage gap 
While fewer women in India have been seeking work, many 
who are in work are stuck in low-growth, low-productivity 
sectors. The recent 2019-20 Periodic Labour Force Survey 
by the Ministry of Statistics and Program Implementation 
showed the largest source of employment for rural women 
is self-employment (63%), followed by casual labour 
(27.5%). Women working in urban areas are concentrated
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in service roles, such as teaching, nursing and hospitality, 
which offer limited career progression and earning 
capacity. 

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) estimates that 
India’s gender wage gap was 34% (2011-12). A gender pay 
gap of 34% means that, on average, women receive only 
66% of what men receive for doing the same job. The gap 
ranges from 22% to 39%, depending on whether the role is 
in an urban or a rural location and whether it is regular or 
casual (Figure 2). To put that into a global context, the World 
Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Index 2020 ranks 
India 112thof 153 countries.

Figure 2. Gender wage-gap (2011-12)

At a global level, the employment loss for women stands at 
5.0% in 2020, versus 3.9% for men [ILO 2021]. Women have 
also been more likely than men to drop out of the labour 
force during the pandemic.

Women, alongside the daily running of households, most 
often do the unpaid work of caring for children, the elderly 
and the ill. Females spend an average of 247 minutes on 
“Unpaid domestic services for household members” and 61 
minutes on “Employment and related activities” versus the 
25 minutes and 263 minutes respectively spent on the 
same activities spent by males per day, according to the 
Time Use Survey Report 2019, at all India level. OECD 
estimates rank India highest across 33 economies analysed 
for the proportion of unpaid work time by females compared 
to males (Figure 3).

School closures under lockdown have added home-
schooling to family responsibilities. For many women, that 
challenge is compounded by the diverse needs of 
dependents of different ages, from elderly parents to very 
young children. The increased care workload puts pressure 
on both work and private life, leading many women to seek 
additional leave or more flexible work arrangements. When 
that is not possible, many have little choice but to withdraw 
from the labour market.

More time spent on caring duties

Source: International Labour Organisation, ANZ Research

The pandemic has exacerbated this wage disparity. As 
factories and households adhere to lockdowns and social 
distancing, the demand for labour and domestic workers 
inevitably declines. Contract and informal workers are most 
likely to struggle. The ILO [2020] estimates that wages of 
informal workers in India fell 22.6% while formal workers’ 
wages dropped 3.6%. Women are also more likely to work 
in the industries most affected by lockdowns compounding 
the impact. ILO [June 2020] estimates that the hardest-hit 
sectors account for 40% of all female employment, 
compared to 36.6% for men. 

Mental-health concerns
Mental illness diagnoses in India are, on average, slightly 
higher for women than men. For anxiety and depression, 
the disparity is even greater (Figure 4). Gender 
discrimination, abuse and adverse socio-cultural norms 
may all play a part in these conditions.

Indicators such as inflation, labour 
market strength and economic growth 

are typically the focus of stimulus - 
ignoring the key public policy concern 

of gender equity.

Illness Males Females
Both

genders

Depression

Anxiety

All mental illnesses

3.30%

3.30%

14.30%

3.90%

3.90%

14.40%

2.70%

2.70%

14.20%

Figure 4. Prevalence of mental illness in India (2017)

% = percentage of total population  | Source: The Lancet, ANZ Research

Source: OECD, ANZ Research

Figure 3. Female unpaid work time compared to male 
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gender sensitive measure in place. It needs to be caveated 
the measures are concentrated in countries with high-
income status, while fragile and least developed countries 
were woefully behind.

As Caroline Criado Perez writes in Invisible Women, closing 
the gender data gap is critical. The focus on, and availability 
of, gender-disaggregated data is the first step in creating 
the right policy push.

Adopting a policy agenda that embraces inclusive 
strategies is paramount to emerge stronger from the 
pandemic.

Bansi Madhavani is a Senior Economist and heads the India economic research 
team at ANZ Banking Group. She works closely with the Greater China and 
Australian economics team. Across her previous work experiences, She has 
worked as Public Finance analyst and Macroeconomic researcher. Her research 
and interest areas span across Gender economics, Tech economics along-with 
conventional economic domains of Sovereign and sub-sovereign Research, 
Public Finance, Financial Markets and Public Policy. She is a CFA charter holder 
and has a Masters in Management Studies from Mumbai University.

1. For women over the age of 15. In line with approach used by 
International Labour Organisation, LFPR is % of all people of working 
age or are actively seeking work

The pandemic brings with it added burdens of fear, loss of 
freedom, domestic tension and, for many, financial 
insecurity. As a result, it is very likely to exacerbate mental 
illness issues. 

Policymakers globally are engaged in supporting 
economies, be it via an ultra-low interest rate environment 
(even negative rates, in some cases) or by doling out 
assistance for the most impacted. This is somewhat 
reminiscent of the policymaking after the 2008 recession.

But little thought, then or now, has been given to viewing 
the problem through the lens of gender.

Indicators such as inflation, labour market strength and 
economic growth are typically the focus of stimulus - 
ignoring the key public policy concern of gender equity.

It is easy to underestimate the gravity of the current crisis 
as economic indicators would have us believe growth is 
fast catching up (even surpassing the pre-pandemic level) 
and recovery in the labour market is outpacing even the 
most optimistic estimates. But this masks the disparity of 
growth. The progress on convergence of gender divergence 
is painfully slow and COVID-19 threatens to reverse hard-
won gains on gender equality.

Pleasingly, there are some positive steps. The UN’s Global 
Gender Response tracker monitors policy responses and 
highlights those with an integrated gender lens. Some 80% 
of the 206 countries or territories tracked have at least one 

Policy conundrum: straitjacketed policies can be a 
disservice

Disclaimer: This article is published with permission of the Australia and 
New Zealand Banking Group Limited. It is based on the ANZ Research 
report Asia Insight: ASEAN shecession: vulnerabilities laid bare by 
COVID-19 published 15 July 2020 and Challenging the policy dial for 
equity published 4 March 2021. The information in this article is provided 
for information purposes only, it is general in nature, does not take into 
account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any person and is 
subject to the ANZ General Disclaimer which is available on the ANZ 
website.
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AI applications identify new patterns and 
predict potential price movements of 

specific products or asset classes within 
portfolio. These applications tap into 
vast amounts of data available from 

internal and external sources, social 
media and satellite imagery etc., 

1. Preliminaries

2. Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Capital Market and 
Securities Industry

In capital and securities markets, the stakes have been raised 
for participants to establish value, win loyalty, and expand 
their share of wallet. Data analytics capabilities, combined 
with artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), can 
open new opportunities in these areas. Without the ability to 
accurately predict business outcomes with the help of AI, 
market makers are left to rely on hunches and educated 
decision-making when predicting the unknown. Firms are 
increasingly recognizing the benefits of technology, and 
partnering with modern tech providers is key to realizing 
those benefits. But challenges still exist for capital markets 
looking to deploy ML at scale. The global AI in the Fintech 
market was estimated at USD 7.91 billion in 2020, and it is 
expected to reach USD 26.67 billion by 2026. The market is 
also expected to witness a CAGR of 23.17% over the forecast 
period (2021 - 2026). Artificial intelligence improves results 
by applying methods derived from the aspects of human 
intelligence but beyond the human scale.  

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is planning 
to invest in a major way to upgrade its technology in order to 
boost its capability for market surveillance, investigations 
and policy-making.In the forthcoming years, SEBI will be 
implementing major information technology (IT) projects, 
which are critical to its day-to-day operations and its 
mandate. SEBI is planning to implement various analytical 
models based on artificial intelligence and machine learning 
as well as rule-based algorithms. The regulator is planning on 
implementation of analytics based on unstructured data on 
its Data Lake platform.

Artificial Intelligence brings a plethora of possibilities for all 
industries and as technology continues to advance rapidly, it 
is driving innovation in exciting ways. Within capital markets, 
the application of artificial intelligence is gaining broader 
acceptance, and the value it brings to organizations is 
beginning to be realized. A number of common use cases for 
Artificial Intelligence have arisen in the capital markets 
sector. Here are some:

Portfolio Management: Broker-dealers are using AI 
applications within their portfolio management and trading 
functions. 
• AI applications identify new patterns and predict potential 

Compliance and Risk Management: Broker-dealers have to 
keep pace with complex and evolving domestic and 
international regulations, as well as a rapidly changing risk 
landscape (e.g., cyber security, internal threats, and financial 
risks). AI technologies present opportunities for them to 
develop automated compliance and risk-management tools.
• AI tools offer the ability to move beyond “traditional rule-

based systems to a predictive, risk-based surveillance 
model that identifies and exploits patterns in data and 
facilitate informed decision-making. AI technology offers 
the ability to capture and surveil large amounts of 
structured and unstructured data in various forms (e.g.,

INSIGHTS

price movements of specific products or asset classes 
within portfolio. These applications tap into vast amounts 
of data available from internal and external sources, social 
media and satellite imagery etc., to identify insights that 
may signal price movement. Broker-dealers incorporate 
these predictions into their investment strategies to 
generate alpha for the portfolio.

• AI tools make their trading functions more efficient by 
maximizing speed and price performance -using ML for 
smart order routing, price optimization, and optimal 
allocations of block trades. Circumstances which are not 
covered in AI model training - such as unusual market 
volatility, natural disasters, pandemics, or geopolitical 
changes - may not produces reliable predictions, and could 
trigger undesired trading behavior.
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text, speech, voice, image, and video) from all sources in 
order to identify patterns and anomalies. This enables 
firms to holistically surveil and monitor various functions 
across the enterprise, as well as monitor conduct across 
various individuals (e.g.,  traders, registered 
representatives, employees, and customers), in a more 
efficient, effective, and risk-based manner. These AI tools 
could significantly reduce the number of false positives, 
free up compliance and supervisory staff time to conduct 
more thorough reviews of the remaining alerts, resulting in 
higher escalation rates. 

• AI-based tools are developed for customer identification 
(KYC) and financial crime monitoring- to detect potential 
money laundering, terrorist financing, bribery, tax evasion, 
insider trading, market manipulation, and other fraudulent 
or illegal activities. AI technologies, such as ML, NLP, and 
biometrics, are deployed to make the programs more 
effective and risk based. Now, these tools identify and 
track customer activity with greater accuracy and 
efficiency, and to conduct more holistic and detailed 
analysis of customer transactions.

• Broker-dealers use a variety of regulatory intelligence 
management programs and processes to identify, 
interpret, and comply with new and changing rules and 
regulations across jurisdictions. Earlier it was a manual 
process, now AI tools can digitize, review, and interpret 
new and existing regulatory intelligence (including rules, 
regulations, enforcement actions, and no-action letters) 
and incorporate appropriate changes into their compliance 
programs. 

• ML applications optimizes financial liquidity and cash 
management by analyzing substantial historical data along 
with current market data to identify trends, note 
anomalies, and make predictions related to intra-day 
liquidity needs, peak liquidity demands, working capital 
requirements, and securities lending demand.

• AI-based models assess creditworthiness of their 
counterparties, which speeds up the credit review 
process. These models analyze traditional credit 
evaluation criteria, such as current financial standing and 
historical credit history; identify demographic factors as 
deterministic criteria, which may lead to unfair and 
discriminatory credit scoring based on biases present in 
the underlying historical data.

• Cybersecurity sustains to be a top challenge for Capital 
Market. Regulators are demanding financial institutions to 
develop comprehensive cybersecurity controls. In 
response, broker-dealers are incorporating AI in their 
cybersecurity programs. Incorporating AI into 
cybersecurity programs allows to predict potential 
attacks, detect threats in real-time, and respond to them 
faster and at lower costs.

Collateral Management: Natural language processing 
(NLP)has offered significant automation to a variety of 
manual tasks: 
• AI has ability to automate the mapping of key terms from 

ISDA CSA (International Swaps and Derivatives 
Association’s Credit Support Annex), GMRA (Global 
Master Repurchase Agreement) and GMSLA (Global 
Master Securities Lending Agreement). Structured and 
unstructured data processing capability of AI can interpret 
the content held within legal agreements and convert this 
unstructured data into structured data more quickly, 
accurately and cost effectively than a human. 

• AI can be deployed for its NLP capability to analyze huge 
unstructured data in new regulation facing the industry. 
IBM estimates that financial services firms spend $99 
billion per year addressing compliance, which by 2020 will 
be 300 million pages of regulation. As a result, IBM is 
exploring Watson supercomputer to help financial 
institutions deal with this burden. 

• ML from the past data sets, how disputes have been 
reconciled in the past, enables process automation with 
major cost reductions and increased speed in resolving 
disputes. BNY Mellon achieved success with a robotic 
process automation solution for trade reconciliation. The 
system can reconcile a failed trade in a quarter of a second 
vs 5-10 minutes for a human reconciliation with minimal 
human intervention. The machines can also work 
overnight.

• NLP processes of text contained in an email from a client or 
counterpart to determine intent. From there the AI solution 
automatically provides a standard response for more 
mundane tasks, converts them into structured data using 
NLP, feeds them into a machine learning model to 
categorize emails and then acts on them. This allows the 
escalation of more complex queries to humans, freeing up 
time to focus on more difficult requests. 

Customer Service: AI-enabled customer service 
applications involve NLP- and ML-based tools in Securities 
Industry that automate and customize customer 
communications. 
• AI enabled Virtual assistant interacts with humans using 

voice recognition and is programmed to perform certain 
tasks in the delivery of digital customer service. Digital 
customer services with their virtual assistants provide 
responses to basic customer inquiries, such as those 
related to account balances, portfolio holdings, market 
data, address changes, and password resets. Virtual 
assistants accept and process trade orders within certain 
thresholds through their websites and mobile apps; 
through third-party platforms, such as Amazon’s Alexa, 
Google’s Home Assistant, and Apple’s Siri; or through AI-
based interactive voice response (IVR) systems. These 
virtual assistants employ NLP (including speech-to-
text/text-to-speech conversion, tone recognition, and text 
generation), ML, and sophisticated customer 
authentication tools, including the use of facial 
recognition, fingerprints, and voice biometrics. The 
applications are trained with large sets of historical and 
current data, including customer account information, 
trading history, and past inquiries, as well as market data,
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to formulate appropriate responses to incoming customer 
inquiries. 

• AI-based applications screen and classify incoming client 
emails based on key attributes, such as the sender’s 
identity, the email’s subject line, and an automated review 
of the email message itself. Such applications may also 
automatically respond to emails containing routine 
inquiries, while routing emails with complex inquiries to 
the appropriate personnel or relevant subject matter 
experts. 

Sales Management: Broker-dealers explore AI tools to reach 
and analyze their potential, past and existing customers’ 
investing behaviors, website and mobile app footprints, and 
inquiries, and then proactively provide customized content to 
them. This includes curated educational information, news, 
and research reports on specific investment products or 
asset classes. This content could be delivered to customers 
by email or directly through the firm’s website or mobile app. 
AI tools determine whether individuals would be interested in 
certain services based on their customer profile and 
browsing history within the firms’ websites. These 
applications may pose certain risks, such as customer 
authentication, data privacy, cybersecurity, and 
recordkeeping

Marketing Management: AI-based tools provide individual 
dealers/brokers with customized, real-time customer 
information and better insights into customer preferences 
and trading behaviors. Registered representatives use such 
information to enhance customer relationships, to provide 
better service and recommendations, and to potentially 
minimize customer attrition. 
• AI-based applications create real-time, holistic customer 

profiles, which incorporate information from a broad range 
of sources, such as customer assets (based on internal 
and external data), spending patterns, and debt balances 
via data aggregation tools; social media and public 
websites; browsing history on the firm’s website and 
mobile apps; and past communications (e.g., from emails, 
chat messages, and meeting notes). All this information is 
analyzed using AI tools to provide the registered 
representative with a broader picture of customer needs, 
along with tailored suggestions of what investment 
products the customer may be interested in. 

• AI tools provide curated market research directly to 
brokers/ dealers to share relevant information on various 
investment opportunities. AI-based tools may offer 
customers social media data and related sentiment 
analysis on investment products and asset classes. 

Back Office Functions: Security industries are incorporating 
AI technologies (e.g., ML, NLP, and CV) to automate high-
volume, less complex, repetitive, and manual tasks that 
traditionally involve significant human staff time and related 
administrative functions. Automating such tasks with AI 
tools have the potential of high returns in terms of cost 
savings and efficiency increases.

• AI tools automates functions that involve manual review of 
documents, such as processing faxed trade orders, 
searching, ranking, and retrieving documents. These 
applications incorporate CV and NLP to identify customers, 
review signatures, read orders, and digitize documents. 
Such applications increase productivity, accelerate 
important processes, such as trade and payment 
processing. 

• NLP provides review of significant volumes of documents 
(e.g., legal contracts, custody documents, and loan 
agreements) at a fraction of the time it takes for human 
analysis. In addition to time and cost savings, these 
automated reviews yield results with higher accuracy. 

• AI tools help to improve the accuracy and efficiency of 
existing processes, such as reporting and invoice 
reconciliation. 

ML is a specific type of artificial intelligence AI, with subsets 
for supervised learning (regressions, decision trees and 
random forests), unsupervised learning (clustering, principal 
component analysis…various forms of neural networks fall 
into both supervised and unsupervised) and reinforcement 
learning (Monte Carlo algorithms and the Markov decision 
process). Itextends the ability of computers to learn without 
being explicitly programmed. Predictive analytics make 
predictions about unknown future events. This can be applied 
to financial markets, including securities finance and 
collateral management in the following ways: 

Digital Trading Strategy and Simulations: The ability to 
guide digital trading strategy is one of thechallenging areas of 
AI. Note that high frequency algorithmic trading are not the 
same as the replication of an analyst. One recent 
development leverages evolutionary computation, involves 
creating a large group of digital stock traders and then testing 
their performance against past stock performance data. The 
top performers are selected and their genes utilized to create 
the next generation of superior traders. This process is 
repeated over many thousands of generations, until the 
system produces an AI trader that can operate 
independently. Other developments include start-up Kensho, 
offers a solution that can scan documents on a wide range of 
topics from economic reports to politics. It then uses this 
data to provide answers to “more than 65 million question 
combinations on where markets are headed.” “Which 
cement stocks go up the most when a Category 3 hurricane 
hits Florida?” 

Security Financing: In the Securities Finance business, 
firms could also deploy AI against the data gathered from 
Securities Financing Transactions Regulation (SFTR). By 
feeding in examples of trends it could then become possible 
to second guess moves by counter parties, clients and 
regulators. Regulators may react to certain trends in the SFTR 
data that signal a build-up of risk by raising haircut floors or

3. Machine Learning (ML) and Predictive Analytics in 
Capital Market and Securities Industry
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increasing capital requirements. If market participants can 
use AI to better predict when this type of activity will occur, 
along with other key events such as bond market squeezes, 
then this can inform strategic decision making.

Collateral Optimization and Liquidity Management: 
Collateral optimization and liquidity management is one area 
where AI has the potential to support decision making. There 
are a large number of parameters influencing optimization 
decisions (collateral costs, operational and settlement costs, 
counterparty efficiency etc.). Feeding historic data around 
performance of optimization runs and then using AI to 
suggest more optimal collateral allocations in the future could 
result in major cost benefits.

Counterparty Credit Risk: The ability to assess whether a 
counterpart is likely to default is a key use case for AI. This 
could leverage huge amounts of data from multiple sources 
from news and analyst reports to social media sentiment 
around the company on platforms such as Facebook and 
Twitter to look for indicators of default. The trend towards 
Peer to Peer/All to All networks in securities finance could 
also leverage AI to increase disintermediation. 

4. Applied AI and ML Practices by Leaders in Capital 
Market and Securities Industry
ING: ING uses Katana,a machine-learning algorithms, to scan 
the European and UK bond market for possible pairs that have 
out-of-the-ordinary spreads or behave abnormally. It aims to 
help bond traders and asset managers find investment 
opportunities they otherwise could have missed out on. In a 
pool of even just 2,000 bonds, there can be almost two million 
potential pairs.Katana, a data analytics &machine-led 
platform, finds these opportunities much faster than a human 
can by comparing historical prices of the bond with others in 
the portfolio. Once it identifiesa potential investments, the 
trader gets an alert and it’s up to them to decide to pursue 
that trade. 

Northern Trust: The custodian has developed a pricing 
engine that uses machine learning and statistical analysis 
techniques to forecast loan rates in the securities lending 
markets. For this project, data scientists applied a time-
series algorithm to the problem of securities lending. 
Northern Trust’s algorithm uses market data from various 
asset classes and regions to project the demand for equities 
in the securities lending market. The firm’s global securities 
lending traders can combine these projections with their own 
market intelligence to automatically broadcast lending rates 
for 34 markets to borrowers. 

NASDAQ: NASDAQ has implemented a new market 
surveillance tool for finding patterns of abusive behavior. 
Underpinning the tech are three subsets of machine learning: 
(i) deep learning, analyzes and understands hidden 
relationship to get insights; (ii) transfer learning, involves 
training new models based on older ones; and (iii) human-in-
the-loop learning, requires human interaction to weed out 
noise from signal. Currently, the tool covers only US equities, 
but NASDAQ has already run some trials on fixed income and 
with other exchanges, which have shown promise. 

JP Morgan: JP Morgan has dropped conventional modeling 
techniques such as Black-Scholes and replication, and 
adopted data-driven approach that is underpinned by 
machine learning. The bank has applied new technology in 
2018 to hedge its vanilla index options books and rolled it out 
in 2020 for single stocks, baskets, and light exotics. 

Morgan Stanley: The bank is experimenting with machine 
learning algorithms and other forms of AI to figure out which 
algorithms to use to trade equities in a particular market 
condition and predict whether last night’s stock price, which 
jumped up, is going to continue or whether it’s going to fade 
away in the morning. It also looks at trade-volume curves to 
better understand when to trade with the least friction. They 
want to use algorithms to understand what is going to 
happen to the price over the next event, the next second, the 
next minute, the next half hour. Morgan Stanley is also using 
machine-learning forms to intelligently suggest indications-
of-interest (IOI) to clients, based on their expected 
investment behavior.

UBS: The Swiss bank uses machine learning to match 
information and find anomalies in customer information for 
KYC and anti-money-laundering (AML) reporting. UBS is 
coupling machine learning with natural language processing 
(NLP) that takes data from public sources and automatically 
connects it to customer information to find anomalies. 

Brown Brothers Harriman: BBH brings greater efficiency to 
its net asset value (NAV) review process through the use of 
supervised machine learning. Securities pricing is reconciled 
each day at market close to make sure that the NAV figure is 
accurate, and the prices are reviewed to discover any 
significant variation day to day. With traditional methods, the

The ability to guide digital trading strategy is 
one of thechallenging areas of AI. Note that 

high frequency algorithmic trading are not the 
same as the replication of an analyst. One 

recent development leverages evolutionary 
computation, involves creating a large group of 

digital stock traders and then testing their 
performance against past stock performance 

data.
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process resulted in a high proportion of exceptions, most of 
which were not true anomalies, but that nonetheless had to 
be reviewed by analysts. To address the issue, BBH created a 
tool that uses supervised machine learning and predictive 
analysis to generate an exception when the price truly moves 
and eliminated 90% of the false-positives.

Universal Investment: The Frankfurt-based fund 
administrator is using machine learning as part of a broader, 
ambitious project to build a solution that will allow clients to 
purchase funds as conveniently as readers buy books on 
Amazon. Right now, the process of buying a fund is slow: 
different intermediaries, such as banks, transfer agents and 
custodians, are involved; their processes are still manual and 
paper-based; and settlement cycles can take up to two days. 
The service is going to be based on the Ethereumblockchain 
and will use predictive analytics to identify clients’ interests 
and allow sales personnel to recommend them better 
options.

Franklin Templeton: Franklin Templeton’s fixed-income 
(mutual fund)team along with vendor H2O.ai builds machine 
learning models using its Driver less AI product and estimate 
the default risk of underlying loans in fixed-income assets, 
like mortgage-backed securities. Franklin Templeton wants 
to use the tool to predict bond defaults and model cash flows 
on other types of loans. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York: The New York Fed 
and those companies go back and forth to hammer out 
misreporting that needs to be corrected. The regulator use 
machine learning that takes into account historical reporting 
from banks, as well as peer-to-peer comparisons to 
“triangulate and predict” instances of misreporting and to 
streamline the correction process. They are exploring 
machine learning’s strength to look at a massive amount of 
data and find connections like- “So where do they focus their 
attention? Which data is potentially erroneous? 

The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (Finra): Finra 
uses machine learning for market surveillance as it continues 
to refine its algorithms to trace manipulation. The regulator 
uses machine-learning algorithms to detect spoofing and 
layering activities. Machine learning makes sure that the 
handling and disposition of the alerts has a higher level of 
certainty in that judgment. Machines are trained to do what 
the humans do in terms of their initial judgment and intuition 
and let the algorithm do that. 

Linedata: Linedata is working on a project that will 
automatically fix system fragmentation using machine 
learning. The application will monitor fragmentation-or the 
level in which memory allocation is broken up within a 
system that causes slower performance, which presents 
security and performance risks-within a firm’s technology 
infrastructure, and predict security failures. Monitoring 
toolsets, under research, uses machine learning to learn 

Dr. Vivek Pandey is hands-on digital transformation leader with over 28 years of 
experience in delivering innovative, diversified technologies and solutions 
across value chain with consulting firms. Currently, he is leading company’s 
strategy, as Senior Vice President at Silverline Technologies Ltd, to acquire and 
help customers improve their digital experience by leveraging its expertise in 
SAP, Mobility, AI & ML, Analytics, IoT, Cyber Security, and Cloud Technologies. 
Prior to his tenure at Silverline Technologies, he had worked with AG 
Technologies, TCG Software, Datamatics, Syntel, Minicomp as CEO, COO, 
Practice Head, Solution Architect, across different technologies stacks like 
Microsoft, Java & Mainframe. He has successfully delivered BPR assignments 
for Orange New Media and Mobile Commerce (UK), FTI Inc. (USA), Textile 
Industries Consortium (Thailand), Texport Syndicate India Ltd. Vivek has 
Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics Engineering, Masters in Financial Management 
from Mumbai University, Ph.D. in Business Administration from Pune University 
with specialization in Supply Chain Management.
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behaviors of changes in the technical environment and apply 
fixes automatically without the intervention of an engineer. 
Linedataalso identifies patterns in trade pricing and position 
amendments, othersML algorithms for cybersecurity 
services when it comes to monitoring access to end-user 
devices. 

Capital Market and Securities Industryare at a unique place 
and time in their evolution with biggest challenges in their 
history: full digitization of markets, technology-driven 
disruption, fee compression, and lower client switching 
costs, to name just a few. At the same time, they are 
embracing some of their biggest opportunities, many made 
possible by technology: the convergence of data ubiquity, 
high-speed processing, and the advanced technologies that 
comprise enterprise AI.As Capital Market and Securities 
Industry work to digitize and transform for growth and 
operational efficiencies, they are aggressively innovating and 
differentiating, as they compete to secure a larger share of 
assets and create a next generation client experience. From 
AI trading to AI fraud detection to the benefits of a machine 
learning stock market- artificial intelligence helps firms to 
reimagine their operations. By accelerating initiatives, 
leveraging their own data, and delivering bottom-line results, 
companies using machine learning for trading cannot just 
compete, but also win.

5. Conclusion
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Arrivals of REITs in Indian market 
demonstrates the potential of both the 

Real Estate Sector and increased 
investor class who love to invest in 

real estate while they don’t  have 
large sum of money to invest at one go.

ndian Real Estate had a golden moment in 2019 when the 
first REIT(Real Estate Investment Trust) was listed in IIndia under Embassy Office Parks. While the REITs have 

been popular worldwide India crossed the chasm by 
formalizing the guidelines recently. Sincethen, India has 
witnessed two more REITs from Mindspace Business Parks 
and Brookfield India. Arrivals of REITs in Indian market 
demonstrates the potential of both the Real Estate Sector 
and increased investor class who love to invest in real 
estate while they don’t have large sum of money to invest at 
one go.

Indian Real Estate is a 200 Billion Dollar Market the sector 
contributes up to 7 % of Indian GDP Market Potential is 
projected as $1 Trillion by 2030 real estate contributing up 
to 10% of Indian GDP. History of Real Estate investment 
class has Individual to Institutional investors lining for safe 
and confirmed returns. Development of Indian Real Estate 
Market has been an interesting phenomenon where 
country’s development in top 7 metros had set the Rural to 
Urban Migration on fuel. Concentrated living in these 
limited cities made the Commercial Real Estate grow up 
fast around it. Postliberalisation the economic growth of 
India brought Retail Revolution which was major trigger for 
Commercial Real Estate in India.

Residential Real Estate in India has major attraction of 
investment for self-consumption and invest to rent. Year 
2000-2010 the residential property rates in India grew by 
52% (in leading 7 cities).After that it has grown only by 
32%.Last few years average property prices grew year on 
year by 5-7% only and it came sub 2 to 5% during Pandemic. 
The emotional element of owning a house in India offers a 
key growth opportunity for this class in India.

Data Centers and Warehousing shaped up with an 
impressive growth in last 10 plus year with the 
advancement of technologies and the disruptive modals it 
created in shape of large start up ecosystems around 
us.40% of the data Centre industry capacity was added in 
India between 2015-19 due to rising social media and 
digital economy. Around 8.2 million sqft plus of Data 
Centers is occupied with new capacity addition which can
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provide USD 4.1 Billion opportunity. Broad based demand 
from multiple sectors like Express & Parcels Delivery, Third 
Party Logistics, Healthcare has set up tremendous growth 
for Warehousing

The core principals of Real Estate Challenges are similar for 
Global markets and India is no different. The sector 
continues to address some key challenges and work 
forward on new opportunities.

1. Rise of New Real Estate Products: As per 2011 
census the country had a population of 1.210 million out of 
which around 30% population lived in urban areas. The 
growing concentration of population in urban areas has led 
to shortfall of land and translating into increased Real Estate 
prices. Along with Afford ability challenge there is change in 
product type demand also firming up specially post 2020 
(first wave of Pandemic). The good news is with the real 
estate industry gone through a phase of significant 
consolidation between 2016-2019 it is very much prepared 
to meet this new product type. Integrated Township ‘Live 
and Work’, Hub& Satellite offices are the new type of assets 
in buyers & tenants are seeking. Recent monetary & fiscal 
measures on Home Loan and Stamp Duties has enabled a 
good entry point for real estate buyers.
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2. Great Real Estate Asset Value is reflected in strong 
ever-growing leases: 

3. Operations and Maintenance Controlled to deliver 
high customer satisfaction: 

Net Operating Income formula of 
Real Estate makes it key for investors or owners of real 
estate to judge overall investment quality. Net Operating 
Income in simple words is rent minus the operating 
expenses which we typically induct in maintaining real 
estate.

Strong GDP growth in recent past gave a good take off 
point for real estate investments in terms of getting good 
leases and year on year increment. Large Indian Real 
Estate Office spaces are majorly occupied by US based 
firms’ statistics indicate this stretch to 65% plus in major 
metro cities. Today’s commercial real estate rental yield 
can stretch anywhere between 6 to 9% .Indian Residential 
Real Estate has not been winner in this context ,the rental 
yield benchmarks hover between 2 to 3% in large metro 
cities.

Solving the puzzle of Residential Real Estate rental yield is 
key for lot of Real Estate owners who hold to their 
investments typically for minimum 5 to 6 years.2015 
onwards with advent of Alternate Real Estate class started 
taking shape in India.

Commercial/Office and Residential Real Estate assets 
were getting converted as Alternate Asset Class where in 
these were converted as Co-Working,Co-Living or Senior 
Living set ups. The Shared Economy phenomena of this 
asset class allows more people to take benefit and 
increasing the rental yield per sqft of these assets.

Indian Real Estate has to 
start seeing Real Estate beyond Brick and Mortar product 
only. There is a big vaccum in terms of customer 
experience and engagement in Indian Real Estate.

Post sales services in all classes of Real Estate is weak 
which calls for role of Real Estate Developers themselves 
raising their bar of post sales services or welcoming 
Operators who can drive end-end real estate asset 
management.

Commercial Real Estate always had attention of customer 
experience management while that too has become 
demanding with advent of Covid times. Residential and 
other class of Real Estate need a lot of job to be done in 
managing the post sales side of business. Better 
monetization of Real Estate is highly locked with tenant 
engagement now.

Since 2015 the new class of Real Estate Startups called 
PropTechs have made the role of Operator more serious.

Prop Tech platform offering combination of technology and 
service provider is picking up from where the developers 
are leaving their job. Today’s tenants/buyers need immense 
attention, the new covid times have changed the rule of 
game too.

Operating assets with focus on only O&M (Operations and 
Maintenance) principal will not help in new world. ‘People 
Flow’ will look at accessing Real Estate much cautiously 
and seamlessly as the normal returns. People accessing 
‘Assets’ are highly mechanised to do the same thing day in 
day out. Making changes to the Assets quickly and getting 
people to use in a new way need long term placement of a 
Technology solution which becomes the guiding point for 
people to stay updated about changes.

Intervention of Technology in Real Estate through Prop-Tech 
Mobile Apps simulating the assets with VR on people 
devices helps to demonstrate quickly space and access 
arrangement etc. Think of next time you are getting started 
for your day and get a What’sApp reminder on which 
section of the assets are accessible today with how many 
slots blocked for usage.

4. Covid time policies of Real Estate in India: Real Estate 
Industry learning curve was caught up by many developers 
in last two decades. Demonitisation and RERA has put Real 
Estate on a different path.

Consolidation of markets and emergence of good quality 
developers out of these two large policiesroll-out has 
brought lot more professionalism to the sector. While this 
was making real estate markets more transparent and 
trustworthy to gain sales momentum covid has hit the 
sector.

Three top challenges of today are resumption of sales, 
retention of labor and cost control.

Residential Real Estate majority of the project has 50% debt 
funding in place while the only respite is most of them do

Three top challenges of today are 
resumption of sales, retentionof labor 

and cost control.
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not have their payments due in 2021.Less debt and loan 
cycles not hitting immediately brings little respite while 
dependency of customer payments to fund these projects 
is high. Resumption of sales of these projects are absolute 
necessity for developers to survive. Government has 
brought some fiscal and monetary measures in shape of 
Stamp Duty reduction in some states, reduction of home 
loan rates encouraging more buyers to buy now.

Material cost escalations have impacted the profitability for 
developers. Covid has disrupted the supply chain, created 
labour shortage. Government’s flexibility on compliance of 
RERA and extending project registrations and completion 
timeline by 6 months for all projects registered under RERA 
has given some respite to developers

Estimated 10 million migrant workers left Indian cities for 
their homes during covid. Indian Real Estate developers are 
trying to attract these workers back as fast they can by 
offering better work conditions ,wages and healthcare. In 
Maharashtra private developers along with CREDAI are 
working with different state governments to welcome back 
these labours to working sites.

The next 18-24 months of Indian Real Estate is going to 
witness another cycle of consolidations where highly 
leveraged developers (small to mid-size) with large unsold

inventory and poor execution capabilities with failed 
investment in technology will exit their assets in lower 
valuations.

The new world around Indian Real Estate has changed 
factor of Production from Land, Labour, Capital and 
Entrepreneurship to also include Technology. Conventional 
background of Real Estate sector has immense opportunity 
to induct Technology to counter current challenges around 
sales resumption, cost control and labour management. 
Some of the leading developers have moved very quickly to 
do these in last 12 months setting the Prop Tech sector of 
Indian Market hot.

Sachin Joshi is a technology and businesses enthusiast with 21 years of total 
experience. His first love is to work on scaling ideas and build great products for 
customers who are wonderfully dissatisfied.

He has spend last 10 years in Real Estate sector working on creating and 
executing technology lead businesses in Commercial and Residential Real 
Estate.

He has expertise to create new businesses/companies grounds up. In 2016 he 
Co-Founded YourOwnRoom: A PropTech platform focused on Residential Real 
Estate Asset Management.

Before his Prop-Tech Start Up he has worked handling multiple technology 
businesses for sectors in Energy, Manufacturing, Real Estate, Hi Tech and FMCG. 
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Transformations, Revenue Generation, P&L Management.
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REITs are professionally managed 
portfolios that take care of property due 

diligence and has the potential to 
bargain for better lease rentals as 

compared to the individual. Apart from 
rent, professional management may also 

procure the assets at the best market 
price for its investors.

round three years ago, there was a new product 
launched in India under the Alternative asset class Afor the investors “Real Estate Investment Trusts 

(REITs)”. REITs or Real Estate Investment Trusts can be 
termed as companies that own and operates real estate 
assets to generate regular income plus a capital 
appreciation for investors. They are corporations that 
manage the portfolios of high-value real estate properties. 

It is quite similar to Mutual Funds. Mutual funds invest in a 
pool of equity and debt securities. However, REITs 
investments are in a pool of Real Estate Assets and 
managed by professional management. For retail investors, 
it is one of the best ways to invest in real estate assets. 
Before purchasing any real estate asset, one has to perform 
entire due diligence at his own cost plus has to negotiate for 
rent with the tenants as well. 

However, REITs are professionally managed portfolios that 
take care of property due diligence and has the potential to 
bargain for better lease rentals as compared to the 
individual. Apart from rent, professional management may 
also procure the assets at the best market price for its 
investors.
 
Most of the portfolio allocations of REITs are in pre-leased 
properties, which generate regular income for investors in 
the form of rent. To ensure regular income for its investors, 
eighty per cent of its portfolio should be in completed and 
rent generated assets. Along with it, accordingly to SEBI 
guidelines, ninety per cent of the rent collected by the 
investment manager has to be distributed among the 
unitholders as interest or dividends. REITs normally invest 
in long-term lease assets, which provide the income flow to 
investors in a more predictable manner. 

INSIGHTS

The REITs are listed on BSE and NSE, which provides 
hassle-free liquidity to investors in the secondary market. 
For providing enough liquidity in the secondary market, 
SEBI recently announced that the minimum trading lot 
would be 1 unit as compared to the earlier 200 units. To 
encourage more and more participation in the primary 
market of REITs during launch, SEBI also brought down the 
minimum investment to Rs 10000/- from an earlier 
investment amount of Rs 50000/-. 

It is a very transparent way of investment in real estate as 
being listed on exchanges, REITs has to frequently update 
its investors about the portfolio positioning and earnings. 
NAVs are regularly published by investment managers. 

Investments through REITs may provide diversification to 
the investors as investments done are into multiple projects 
and in different locations. However, if an individual invests 
on his own he can invest only in one concentrated location 
or in one property due to budget constraints. Investments in 
multiple projects and locations reduce the risk as well as 
ensure regular income. Apart from it, it has been observed 
globally that REITs has a low correlation vis-a-vis other 
asset classes which provides further diversification to the 
investor’s portfolio. 

Why Should You Invest? 
• 90% of the earnings have to be distributed
• Provides diversification 
• Can start with a smaller amount
• Highly liquid
• Transparent
• Potential to generate regular income
• Professional management
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Who should invest?
REITs are the best way to invest for retail as well as Ultra 
HNI investors, who are looking to invest in real estate for a 
regular stream of income. Investors who are nearing 
retirement can build a portfolio by adding REITs for stable 
income. In long run, REITs have the potential to generate 
better capital appreciation compared to debt and equivalent 

to equities depending upon the portfolio assets under REITs. 
While investing in REITs, investors should keep in mind the 
following before investing in them:

Occupancy: How much space in the portfolio assets are 
rented or used space of the total available space. 

Asset Portfolio: One also needs to check the tenant profile. 
One should focus on the portfolio of the best tenants so that 
rental payments should not be compromised.

Diversification of the Portfolio: The REIT portfolio should 
be properly diversified across geographies and sectors 
rather than depending majorly on a single sector and 
concentrated location. 

Leasing Tenure & Rollovers: One should also check the 
lease tenure of the tenant as well as the rent escalation 
clause, plus how the rollovers are going to happen after the 
lease terms are going to end.

Apart from it, investors should consider consistent income, 
the experience of the sponsor and manager, brand name, 
increasing interest rates, economic downturn etc.

While REITs have their advantages, they do come with risks 
as well. Both rent and capital appreciation depend on 
market conditions. Many corporates have extended work 
from home during Covid times, rental escalations and 
leasing decisions may get postponed but searching quality 
tenants and diversification of their portfolio provides edge 
to REITs as compared to taking exposure into real estate as 
an individual owner of the property. 

Given the rising vaccination in India as more than 650mn 
doses are already given by August 2021 end and 7mn doses 
on an average are provided currently may provide 
confidence to corporates to roll back work from home, 
however, the fear for the third wave in India persists. 

Many corporates have extended work 
from home during Covid times, rental 
escalations and leasing decisions may 
get postponed but searching quality 
tenants and diversification of their 
portfolio provides edge to REITs as 

compared to taking exposure into real 
estate as an individual owner of the 

property. 
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REITs are designed to be tax efficient. The government has 
given them pass-through status. That means; when the 
REIT receives the rentals and distributes them to its 
shareholders, it will be treated as a pass-through flow and 
will not be taxed. In India, there are three REITs listed on the 
exchanges, Embassy Office Parks REIT, Mindspace 
Business Parks REIT and Brookfield India Real Estate Trust. 
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The last three instruments have been the subject of many a 
discussion, but have not been prioritized by policy practice. 

By its inherent principle and definition liberalization should 
have been more accommodative of domestic contexts, 
instead its policy construct was based on a veritable surrender

INDIA AND THE NEXT PHASE
OF GLOBALIZATION

Professor Piya Mahtaney
Economist/ Author

So making liberalization a process that is deeper, more 
inclusive and less incomplete has been a long standing 
imperative almost its inception. Secondly as also enumerated 
in the book. Globalization is an instrumentality of economic 
integration; although the multiplicity of linkages and 
interconnectedness among countries set the ball rolling 
towards a higher degree of global integration it remains one 
facet of economic integration which continues to remain an 
unfinished task. Plausibly this fact is highlighted when one 
recapitulates that economic Integration consists basically of 
five instruments. These are:
• International trade and monetary regimes
• International capital flows
• International ecological considerations
• Asset distribution and human development
• Gender justice 

iberalization was the buzz word in the early nineties, it 
heralded at that time the beginning of a new world order Lthe undergird of which would be U.S predominance. 

Three decades later we witness a U.S economy that in as 
much as it continues to be the leading power of is also 
grappling with an entire gamut of issues in its domestic 
context. Furthermore the receding influence of the U.S in 
international affairs, China’s ascent and the all too obvious 
implications of this that continue to unravel before the world 
compel the recurrent questions about whether the world has 
entered a phase of deglobalization. An attempt to shed insight 
on this question and to demonstrate India’s role in upholding a 
liberal world order is the subject of this article for Econ Buzz.

Even as recent events and the prevalent scenario globally 
may be interpreted as one that is less liberal it is important 
that we do not overlook two facts that empirical evidence 
demonstrates. As my recent book titled Structural 
Transformation Understanding the New Drivers of 
Investment, Innovation and Institutions, (Macmillan, 
Singapore, March 2021) explains, ‘Theoretically market 
based reforms were at the core of liberalization however in 
instances where the freeing of markets was not 
accompanied by stronger and better functioning institutions 
as was the case in most developing nations of Latin America 
and Africa the results were starkly different from countries 
where `there was some semblance of reform. Reform 
encompasses those measures or initiatives that result from 
the standpoint of institutional change in an improvement in 
the prevalent regional or national context that would increase 
the likelihood of economic progress and development. 
Evidently every change is not reform and concomitantly 
every measure that led to greater openness of markets 
cannot be described as liberalization, at best it can viewed as 
a single element of a multifaceted process called 
liberalization. According to Daren Acegomolu     ‘’’Forgetting 
the institutional foundations of markets, we mistakenly 
equated free markets with unregulated markets. Although we 
understand that even unfettered competitive markets are 
based on a set of laws and institutions that secure property 
rights, ensure enforcement of contracts and regulate firm 
behaviour and product and service quality, we increasingly 
abstracted from the role of institutions and regulations in 
supporting market transactions in our conceptualization of 
markets.” 

Those who contend that we are headed 
towards a pull back from globalization 

should just view the ongoing pandemic to 
discern the degree of interdependence 

that underpins the world. Clearly though 
the narrative of globalization would be 
one that is premised on a combination of 

national or domestic interests and 
dynamic global collaboration.
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of domestic policy space in poorer nation and this eroded 
development prospects. Those who contend that we are 
headed towards a pull back from globalization should just 
view the ongoing pandemic to discern the degree of 
interdependence that underpins the world. Clearly though the 
narrative of globalization would be one that is premised on a 
combination of national or domestic interests and global 
dynamic collaboration.
 
One distinct aspect of the present scenario is the role of India 
in upholding and strengthening the liberal order is undeniable, 
a fact that will become even more evident during the next few 
years. In a discussion 

 expressed his 
insights about a wide gamut of current issues and concerns 
confronting the Indian economy. Some excerpts of this 
discussion are as follows.

Bhal: Different governments in power at the Centre have 
maintained the continuity of the liberalization and 
globalization of the 1991 reforms. The Indian economy is like 
a large oil tanker - reforms are gradual and the direction does 
not change much

Bhal: Atmanirbhar Bharat is not about autarky and total self 
reliance. It is about engaging productively with the world on 
your own terms. India will continue on a path toward 
liberalization and will not go back to License Raj. The Corona 
Epidemic has led countries, including India to tweak their 
“Global Value Chains “to make it more resilient. The 
overdependence on one country for key raw materials and 
components (electronic components, pharmaceutical APIs 
etc) is being reduced as a strategic choice. 

Bhal: Yes. We live in a second best world quite apart from the 
perfect competition ideal conditions. Thus one has to 
promote one's key industries and deploy tariff and non tariff 
measures occasionally to protect some industries in the 
short run from unfair competition like dumping, unfair 
subsidies etc. Even developed countries like US and some 
European economies Thus there will be some degree of 
protectionism across all nations but there will not be a drastic 
increase.

Mr A.S Bhal who is Ex-Principal 
Economic Advisor, Government of India

Q1. There is a view that India's rise over the next decades 
would be a major factor in propelling a new liberal order 
which maybe different from what has existed during the 
nineties and thereafter but it would all the same be the 
undergird of the survival of liberalization. Do you agree 
and if so why?

Q2. Would India's Atmanirbhar policies be a driver of 
globalization? 

Q3. Decades ago East Asia demonstrated that 
protectionism and liberalization can complement each 
other. Do you think that going forward the Indian economy 
too will exemplify this fact too?

Mr Bhal emphasized the need for stepping up the pace of 
employment creation in India, this according to him is one of 
the foremost challenges confronting the Indian economy. In 
this context he says, “Employment, Employment and 
Employment is the biggest challenge confronting the 
economy.” The need to revive the small scale industrial sector 
in India is an important facet of creating more jobs, as such 
Bhal says “Small scale labour intensive industry is on the radar 
of the government and it should granted incentives.” On the 
subject of the evolution of more competences in India he cited 
that most of these would be interlinked with the growing scale 
of digitization that underpins the Indian economy. Given that 
India is a safe haven compared to larger nations in the 
neighbourhood and an increase in the ease of doing business 
Bhal cites that the country’s importance as a FDI destination 
would increase further. In essence taking a longer term horizon 
of 8 to 10 years Bhal has a discernibly optimistic outlook.

The need to strengthen economic resilience is obvious 
accentuated as it were by the recent geopolitical events and 
equally is the need to build upon collaborative 
interdependence if the challenges confronting the world are to 
be mitigated and resolved In a world where common 
challenges be these climate change, COVID-19 pandemic or 
the need for a greater alignment with sustainable development 
goals are not pointers to a limited role for globalization. Instead 
these underscore the exigent need for a deeper, more broad 
based and constructive process of globalization such that the 
transition that the world finds itself in the throes of propels us 
to higher levels of inclusive economic progress and well being.

Conclusion

Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in Development Economics 
from Leicester University in England I embarked on a career in journalism with the 
Times of India. I was assistant editor in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to 
which I joined as senior feature writer In Economic Times. As an economist that 
reported, analyzed and wrote on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing 
a book about economic development and the emerging trends of globalisation 
seemed almost inevitable.

The books that I have authored are as follows:
• Structural Transformation: Understanding the New Drivers of Investment, 

Innovation and Institutions, Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore, April 2021
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic Development, Palgrave Macmillan 

(U.S), August 1st 2013
• India China and Globalisation* was published by Palgrave Macmillan 

(England, 2007)
• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published by Alchemy Publishers, 

India (2004) 2004. 
• The first book titled Economic Con Game, Development fact or Fiction was 

published by Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.
• India China and Globalization, (paperback, Palgrave Macmillan, England 

December 2014)

Besides authorship I am a visiting lecturer with St Xavier’s Institute of 
Communications and St Xavier’s College, Department of Economics. I am also a 
council member of the Forum of Free Enterprise ad I write a monthly column for 
Forum Views which is a magazine brought out by the BSE. 

My interest is classical Western Ballet in which I have received training for many 
years since I was a child.
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If there was a magic word or formula 
to wealth creation like the character, 
Sheldon, of Big Bang Theory used, life 

would be so much simpler. It is 
something each one of us wants to 

achieve so that we can have all we ever 
wished for. 

Bazinga!

Let us start with some basics-

Simplicity is the key

Balance is the essence of a healthy portfolio life

If there was a magic word or formula to wealth creation like 
the character, Sheldon, of Big Bang Theory used, life would 
be so much simpler. It is something each one of us wants to 
achieve so that we can have all we ever wished for. There is 
so much reading material available on this topic that one 
can fill rooms full of books that help one master the art of 
investing and multiplying wealth. So why am I still writing 
this article? 

Well, that’s because actions speak louder than words and 
to do is to believe!

Let me introduce myself- A middle-aged Parsi woman 
belonging to a clan, famous for inheritance of family wealth, 
generally (not in my case though), who built a successful 
career in finance. A career spanning more than two decades 
spent navigating through the maze of financial markets and 
its varied asset classes, A time spent gaining experience in 
equity and debt markets, mutual fund houses and foreign 
banks. Currently, playing the role of Chief investment Officer 
for a large Indian Family Office for the past 9 years, an 
opportunity that has honed my skills as master craftsman in 
the field of investing.

I am here to share my firsthand experience of all that you 
needed to know about how to build a portfolio and 
sustainably multiply your wealth. 

In olden days, actress Madhubala was the heartthrob of 
most, as the audiences loved her charm but most important, 
her simplicity. Whilst building a portfolio, this should be the 
first rule. Invest in something you understand and not 
covered with jargon. Keeping investments simple always 
helps in understanding the key risks associated with it. 

When one is trying to climb a mountain peak, one has to 
remember that it is a difficult feat and achieving it will 
require planning. In order to succeed at it, one needs a calm 
mind, calculated steps and a holistic approach. The same 
goes for portfolio building. Depending on the stage of life of 
the investor and one’s goals, investments need to be a blend

of asset classes like equity, debt, gold, real estate to name a 
few. Having too much of one and none of the other would 
lead to an imbalance and increased risk associated to a 
single asset.

Decode assets classes and their associated risks

Reasonable return expectation

Building a healthy portfolio and having a well-balanced 
nutritious diet is the secret to a happy joyous life. But how 
does one define a healthy portfolio? It’s a simple test, if one 
enjoys peaceful sleep at night without any thoughts of 
wealth erosion, one has achieved a good mix of wealth 
creating and wealth preserving assets. Like too much salt in 
the food causes high cholesterol, too much of any single 
asset like equity or gold could result in a too risky or a too 
safe portfolio, leading to an imbalance in wealth of an 
individual. Hence mix it up well and don’t forget to rebalance 
when any asset class moves up sharply.

Most people start with one goal - make maximum wealth 
from investing money. Is that even a realistic goal? It’s 
almost like saying that a batsman going out on the pitch is 
expected to score a century every time. Remember wealth 
creation is like a test match as against T20 and will be 
played over a few years if not decades. The goal for a 
batsman in this game is to play each delivery on its merit 
and score the maximum possible from that delivery. It needs
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patience, discipline and frequent but small changes to suit 
each pitch. Think of the great Sachin Tendulkar, who 
achieved greatness delivering consistent scores across 
decades of his career. Likewise in portfolio management! A 
good portfolio is one that can generate consistent returns 
over longer periods of time leading to a compounding effect 
that always beats inflation, resulting in surplus wealth.

Each portfolio construct clearly expresses two human 
emotions, greed and fear! It’s good to be fearful but not to an 
extent that it cannibalizes on the return a portfolio can truly 
achieve. So how does one balance this equation? It is 
important to set a profit goal while investing a certain sum 
and one must monitor its move and pace at which it is 
achieved. If some assets appreciate too soon, one must 
book profit and rebalance the portfolio. Look at it this way, 
when a tree starts bearing fruit, it’s important to keep the 
roots healthy as that is the basis of the tree’s health. This is 
the balance in the asset classes in one’s portfolio. On the 
other hand one needs to timely trim the branches so that 
new ones grow and the foliage of the tree can give shade 
and fruit. This approach can yield best results for a strong 
healthy and balanced portfolio as well to sustainably bear 
fruit year on year. 

Disciplined approach to profit booking

return can mean two things. If one’s conviction in the asset 
or individual stock or bond is high, it would be an ideal time 
to average. Buy more with price being low. However, if the 
premise of investment has changed due to external factors, 
one must treat it as an opportunity to book loss. Booking 
losses is part of the wealth creation process. If one books 
losses, then one has the benefit of setting it off against 
gains. In this way the tax outgo is minimized, leading to 
more wealth available in the hands of the investor. 

The bottomline, a disciplined systematic approach to 
wealth will always bear fruit consistently. Lastly,I hope 
these simple principles that I follow, help each of you 
readers achieve sustainable wealth creation leading to a 
more wholesome investing experience.

Benaifer Malandkar, aseasoned financial markets professional, is the Chief 
Investment Officer at RAAY Global Investments- the family office of the Amit 
Patni Group of Patni Computers. The promoter family divested their stake in May 
2011 to I-Gate Corporation at USD 1.5 bn. She is responsible for investment 
management of the group including identification, evaluation, deal execution, 
and monitoring every investment across a gamut of diverse asset classes 
including public markets.

Additionally, she has served as a Director on the Board of Bombay Shirt Company 
and an advisor to the Board of Waterfield Advisors, a fast growing Multi Family 
Office firm. She has also served as a Director on the Board of Nirvana Venture 
Advisors, a Digital & Internet Venture Fund and currently is a Board Director at AD 
Ventures, a music content and live events company as well as a Board Director at 
Web Talkies Pvt. Ltd, a regional content creating company.

Her forte lies in end-to-end setting up of new businesses and following that up 
with a robust performance. She has a demonstrated track record in identifying 
early stage and unlisted company investments, succession planning, and estate 
management. She has raised funds for early stage and mid stage companies, and 
been instrumental in the leading the business strategy for a few ventures to 
achieve sustainable profitability. A well networked professional, she is 
recognized for business and market intelligence, a critical skill in the investments 
field. 

Across the multiple organisations that she has worked in, including Citibank, 
ICICI Prudential AMC, Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) and SMIFS securities, she 
has consciously chosen new roles, thereby wide-basing her exposure and 
proficiency. With experience of over 20 years in various corporates she has 
gathered considerable understanding and comprehension of portfolio 
management, equity and debt markets, asset management, and retail & private 
banking industries. 

She is often invited to speak at national and international industry events of 
repute and often writes opinion pieces in various publications. She received her 
post graduation degree in Masters in Business Administration from JDBIMS, 
Mumbai.

The bottomline, a disciplined 
systematic approach to wealth will 

always bear fruit consistently.

The benefit of losses
But things don’t always go as planned, do they?If one 
experiences negative returns in a certain assets it’s 
perceived that the portfolio is not doing well. A negative
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A digital payment, sometimes also 
called an electronic payment, is the 

transfer of value from one account to 
another using a digital device such as a 

mobile phone, POS, or computer using 
the digital channel for communication.

t’s been more than four years since India’s demonetization 
policy came into effect and eliminated the high Idenomination banknotes from the economy. This was a bold 

move that garnered a mixed reaction of support, confusion, and 
criticism. Demonetization was a part of India’s larger strategic 
digital transformation plan. Since then, the institutional and 
economic evolution in India has accelerated in many ways and 
one of the significant changes has been the evolution of e-
Payment systems. Technology has played a key role in 
changing the way we exchange payments for goods and 
services. 

A digital payment, sometimes also called an electronic 
payment, is the transfer of value from one account to another 
using a digital device such as a mobile phone, POS, or 
computer using the digital channel for communication. This 
includes payments made with bank transfers, mobile money, 
and payment cards (credit/debit/prepaid).

Customer adoption of digital payment methods has 
skyrocketed with the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Let’s understand why customer adoption has been 
significantly increasing towards digital payments:

Cost savings: Digital payments help us save costs through 
greater efficiency and speed. Payment apps have proved to be 
a valuable extension to self-service banking and are a boon to 
customers as well as banks. While this leads us towards a 
cashless economy, the digital payment system is also reducing 
various costs. Many banks have now started reducing their 
transactional charges for small payments made digitally.

Ease of use: We can easily make transactions anytime and 
from anywhere using financial apps like BHIM, UPI, wallets, 
etc. Smartphones have made availing financial and non-
financial services very convenient. Products such as *99#, 
IMPS, UPI and QR code have made banking transactions 
accessible 24*7, not only for the urban banked but also for the 
semi-urban and rural banked.
 
Transparency and security: Digital payments have made 
traceability and accountability very easy resulting in fewer 
instances of corruption and theft. Governments can use digital 
payments for the welfare of the general population to ensure 
that the money is reaching the needy. The electronic payments

What are digital payments?

Benefits of digital payments

trail captures the amount disbursed by the government under 
any specific scheme to a beneficiary. This can become a 
powerful tool for enhancing transparency and giving citizens a 
greater sense of trust in public services.

Financial inclusion: Digital payments enable users to make 
seamless payments to an array of services, including savings 
accounts, investments, loans, credit and insurance products. 
The core banking system, payment card system, credit 
reporting and data-sharing platforms play a key role in making 
the systems interchangeable. This concept is also being 
referred as super app, where customers can access servieral 
services from a single app. 

Women’s economic participation: Research has shown that 
women whose wages are paid into their accounts have higher 
participation in the labour force and are enabled to take control 
of their money. Digital payments give women more control 
over their financial lives and provide them with greater 
economic opportunities. Digitization of government payments 
can help boost the financial inclusion of women with enhanced 
ability to make business investments. The number of women-
owned accounts has risen significantly since 2011, 
contributing to improved economic participation and 
resilience.

Inclusive growth: Cumulatively, the benefits outlined above 
help unlock economic opportunities for the financially 
excluded, and enable a more efficient flow of resources in the 
economy.
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Digital finance has immense potential to provide access to 
financial services for people in emerging economies.

“Digital India” is the flagship program of the Government of 
India with a vision to transform India into a digitally empowered 
society and knowledge economy. “Faceless, Paperless, 
Cashless” is one of the professed roles of Digital India.

Since its launch in 2016, the UPI crossed 1 billion transactions 
for the first time in October 2019, which more than doubled to 
over 2 billion transactions in October 2020. The growth 
exploded during the pandemic as more people opted for 
contactless payments.

The Government of India recently launched e-RUPI which is a 
digital solution to allow cashless payments.

The Banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI) segment 
dominated the market in 2020 and accounted for more than 
23% share of the global revenue. Covid has accelerated digital 
payments adoption by 8-10 years. On the one side, it has 
presented a lot of opportunities to the start-up ecosystem, on 
the other hand, it has made customer acquisition much easier. 

Fintechs today are working in the digital payments space to 
offer people-centric solutions like - utility bill payments to 
buying groceries, loans to investments, etc. Some of the key 
features are highlighted below:

Services: Driven by both P2P and merchant payments, quite a 
few fintechs are playing a critical role in making real-time 
digital payments seamless. This includes paying bills, 
transferring money, buying groceries, booking trips, buying 
gold, and charitable contributions, among other things. While 
tap or scan-to-pay solutions, and QR codes continue to grow - 
fintech companies such as PayTM, PhonePe, GooglePay, and 
Cred are working in the B2C segments.

Lending: Digitization of the lending process brings several 
powerful benefits for users including, better decisions, 
improved customer experience, and significant cost savings. 
This on the other side helps banks as well in customer 
acquisition at low costs. A lot of companies are building their 
risk assessment models for borrowers using both payment and 
non-payment data such as social media profiles, employment 
status, contacts, and customer background. Companies use 
this data to determine the credit worthiness of a person. Having 
said that, companies will have to be wary about privacy 
invasion of their users.

Investments: As consumers are obliged to make a transition 
away from cash, wealth/investment banking is also taking 
advantage of digital payments. Online stocks have grabbed the 
spotlight as this brings more power and transparency to the 
end-user. Technologies like AI and Bigdata help consumers to 
make informed decisions based on historical data and current 
trends. The ground is shifting with wealth being passed on to

Government initiatives

BFSI sector

Gen-X and millennials. To keep up with the changing trends, 
wealth management service providers must now build goal-
oriented products with room for personalization. The wealth 
managers will need to break away from the traditional product-
based selling approach and move on to sell outcomes to attract 
a greater audience and close better deals.

Insurance: Insurers have been slow to integrate digital 
payments into their core businesses, but Covid has 
accelerated activity across the industry. Also, new fields like 
agriculture or farm insurance are taking advantage of this 
wave. By digitizing payments and replacing legacy 
infrastructure with updated workflows, insurers are in a better 
position to improve operational efficiency and resilience during 
large unexpected shifts in the marketplace. The use of 
advanced technology like AI for fraud detection also helps in 
reducing potential human errors. 

The impact of the pandemic has further 
accelerated the shift in payment 
preferences, partly because of 

convenience, and to a certain extent 
avoiding the use of physical cash 

wherever possible. Digital payments 
are on an upward path to gain 

popularity.

Neobanks: These are financial institutions or digital banks 
without any physical branches. Not too long ago, India’s 
biggest problem was that it had a large unbanked population. 
That scale is now slowly tilting with the weight of an 
underbanked population – people who have bank accounts but 
do not use or have access to the full range of financial services. 
This is where neobanks have an upper hand in providing 
services to this segment. A digitally empowered customer’s 
financial journey does not stop with online money transfers and 
payments. It extends to buying insurance, borrowing, 
exploring various investment opportunities, and building their 
savings. Niyo, Jupiter, and Fi are a few of the leading fintechs 
that are making an impact in this area. 

As more consumers become tech-savvy with increased 
penetration of smartphones, digital payments open a world of 
endless opportunities globally. 

Future of digital payments
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The impact of the pandemic has further accelerated the shift in 
payment preferences, partly because of convenience, and to a 
certain extent avoiding the use of physical cash wherever 
possible. Digital payments are on an upward path to gain 
popularity.

From cards to codes: The EMV technology is known for using 
codes that vary every time a transaction takes place. This use 
of temporary codes enhances the security of bank accounts by 
leaps and bounds. 

Smart speaker payments: Home assistants or smart speakers 
allows users to give voice commands to a speaker and receive 
a voice response in return. It could be for getting weather 
updates, traffic updates, ordering grocery or even booking a 
cab. Very soon we might have the ability to make payments 
through smart speakers.

Internet of Things (IoT): The increase in connectivity, device 
penetration, and embedded payments have led to the 
disruption of the payments card industry at large. Considering 
the amount of information that can be shared between 
devices, the need for physical cards and account numbers is 
being challenged. Using tokenization, devices such as 
smartwatches can safely exchange information with nearby 
systems to process payments on demand. All of this tells us 
that IoT is the area to look out for and with smart ideas, it can go 
places! 

In a nutshell, the recourse mechanism for digital payments 
needs to be clear and designed with a “customer-centric” 
approach to elevate trust amongst users.

With consumers becoming more comfortable and adaptable to 
the new reality of the payments scenario, digital payments 
designed with a customer-centric focus will elevate trust 
amongst users. Continued innovation will bring greater 
acceleration in the payments industry in the long run.

Ashish Tewari is SVP-Engineering at Niyo. He has overall experience of 18+ 
years and brings along significant expertise in product and platform engineering, 
including architecture, user experience, site operations and product strategy. 

He has an educational background in Computer Applications and holds an MBA 
from IIM, Kolkata.

He has been associated with companies like MakeMyTrip and Oracle (in the US 
and India).

At MakeMyTrip, he was instrumental in setting up development teams from 
scratch for multiple verticals and driving them by using cutting edge 
technologies to achieve customer satisfaction. He was part of the tech-
leadership team which led the company to a dream listing at NASDAQ. He also 
played a critical role for companies that MMT has acquired or set up in 
Singapore, Malaysia & Thailand.

At Oracle, he was heading the India Development Centre (IDC) for automation 
and was responsible for central Services and infrastructure that automate the 
build, test, and delivery of software updates to Oracle Cloud. He was leading 
teams across geographies and led several pivotal team cultural transformations 
around Agile LEAN, DevQA, and DevOps, streamlining the software delivery to 
support Oracle's transition to the Cloud.

With consumers becoming more 
comfortable and adaptable to the new 

reality of the payments scenario, 
digital payments designed with a 

customer-centric focus will elevate 
trust amongst users. Continued 

innovation will bring greater 
acceleration in the payments industry 

in the long run.

24*7 uptime: While digital payments are seamless, the 
resilience or reliability of the digital payment system and 
infrastructure is equally crucial. System outages might 
unreasonably prevent users from accessing their funds, 
therefore, service providers must take robust steps to ensure 
network reliability and system capacity. Security is another 
aspect where new tech-age companies need to assure 
security to customers of any form of fraud, hacking, or 
unauthorized use of their data.

Biometric authentication: Biometric authentication is a 
unique and important payment method as it incorporates and 
provides accuracy, efficiency, and security in a single package. 
This is a highly secured method since it involves an individual’s 
unique characteristics.

With a rise in identity thefts and frauds, going forward, 
biometric authentication can become a reliable and secure 
option for all digital payments.
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Startups are key drivers of growth in 
any economy, accelerating GDP and 

enabling wealth creation. Currently, 
India is home to the world’s third-

largest startup ecosystem, with 21 
startups entering the unicorn club

this year alone.

020 saw India’s startup ecosystem coming to a full 
circle wherein deals reached the state they were in 2during 2015 - the year considered to be the tipping 

point that initiated the startup ecosystem’s growth. 
Startups are key drivers of growth in any economy, 
accelerating GDP and enabling wealth creation. Currently, 
India is home to the world’s third-largest startup 
ecosystem, with 21 startups entering the unicorn club this 
year alone. While the figure only indicates the ecosystem’s 
potential, the truth is that several startups often lack 
sufficient capital to build/scale their business. So now, 
what, or rather, who are the growth drivers for startups? 
Apart from traditional funding sources like Banks, NBFCs, 
and Venture Capitalists, another entity -- angel investors -- 
supports startups through their growth journey.

Angel investors not only provide startups with the cash 
they require, but they also offer mentorship and guidance 
that enables them to build their businesses and progress. 
Angel investors have the risk appetite to invest in a venture 
in a timely and effective manner, enabling the business to 
scale. Given the series of events unfolding over the past 18 
months, the market has been in flux, with angel investing 
evolving like any other business. Early-stage startups 
continue to remain a strong category and have, in fact, 
seen an uptick in investments from USD 1.2 billion in 2020 
to USD 1.9 billion in 2021 so far. It is, therefore, paramount 
to understand the challenges and opportunities that lie 
ahead.
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has, without a shadow of a doubt, 
dealt a blow to the economy, impacting nearly every 
business. Coupled with the prolonged lockdowns and the 
second wave of the outbreak, the GDP and the overall 
economy plummeted. In fact, during the first lockdown, 
India’s GDP crashed by 23.9%. The propensity to invest hit 
rock bottom, and startups, especially those in sectors that 
were worst affected such as travel and hospitality, 
struggled to stay afloat.
 
Traditional funding sources like banks also bore the brunt of 
the pandemic. They were forced to reassess their risk

The current challenges in the angel investment 
ecosystem

tolerance and they avoided investing in businesses that did 
not display any sign of sustenance/growth. However, angel 
investors could purchase business loans from the banks at 
the market price and initiate a process known as 
recapitalization. Thus, they could not only offer startups the 
capital but also help revive banks and plant the seeds of 
economic revival. 

The opportunities and the road ahead

Moving beyond the metros

Although the pandemic led to large-scale disruptions 
across the globe, it also paved the way for the accelerated 
adoption of technology. Angel investing also evolved in this 
rapidly changing business landscape. The latter half of 
2020 and the beginning of 2021 witnessed gradual 
progress towards a semblance of normalcy. In fact, defying 
all the odds, amidst the ongoing pandemic, at least 13 
startups joined the unicorn league during the first four 
months of 2021. This showcased investors’ confidence in 
the Indian startup ecosystem’s growth story along with the 
high risk appetite of new-age investors. That said, here are 
some key trends that will dominate the angel investment 
ecosystem in the upcoming months.
 

Until a couple of years ago, only the startups based in Tier-I
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cities benefitted from angel investment from HNIs (High 
Networth Individuals). However, this has changed as these 
startups are no longer considered a high-risk, low reward 
asset class. Today, more and more investors have bulked 
up their portfolios by investing in high-potential startups in 
Tier-II and Tier-III cities and towns, enabling entrepreneurs 
to boost business and scale up with sufficient capital at 
their disposal. 

conducive atmosphere for better investment 
opportunities.
 

Traditionally, investors have counted on gold and real 
estate as their primary markets. However, with the 
astronomical growth that the startup ecosystem has 
logged, investors have shifted their focus to these 
promising and new-age businesses. The remarkable 
growth trajectory has made startups a favorable and 
preferred asset class.
 

It’s a no-brainer that technology has been the game-
changer for the entire world in every aspect. From a 
business standpoint, companies that have swiftly adopted 
a technology-first approach managed to tide over the 
pandemic’s wrath more efficiently and emerged as the go-
to option for angel investors. Once the pandemic is behind 
us, angel investors will continue to back tech startups, 
further boosting their growth and scalability.
 

Necessity is indeed the mother of invention. The global 
crisis prodded angel investors to reassess their operations 
and adopt a new approach to investing. As the pivot in the 
startup community’s growth and progress, angel investors 
are now looking to allocate 4-5% of their portfolio to 
promising startups, cementing the ecosystem’s position 
as a credible asset class. Overall, the future for angel 
investing is bright and reliable. It will open up new avenues, 
and angel networks will attract investors from across the 
globe to support the country’s startups.

From gold and real estate to startups

Tech startups: The #1 choice

Summing up

Nandini Mansinghka, Co-promoter and CEO of Mumbai Angels, a premier 
platform for start-up and early-stage venture investments.

As the startup community grows 
exponentially, entrepreneurs who 
have established highly successful 

businesses are foraying into the 
angel investment segment by 
becoming investors in other 

fledgling startups.

Overall, the future for angel investing 
is bright and reliable. It will open up 

new avenues, and angel networks will 
attract investors from across the 

globe to support the country’s 
startups.

India’s non-metros, particularly the Tier-II cities are 
emerging as hubs that are buzzing with funding activity 
with investors expanding their reach beyond Tier-I cities. 
2021 alone has seen 10 Tier-II cities being added to 
investors’ lists. These include Thrissur, Silvassa, Roorkee, 
Ranchi, Panchkula, Palakkad, Mangalore, Ludhiana, 
Jabalpur, and Raipur. 
 

As the startup community grows exponentially, 
entrepreneurs who have established highly successful 
businesses are foraying into the angel investment segment 
by becoming investors in other fledgling startups. For 
instance, Kunal Shah, Founder, Cred, and Kunal Bahl, Co-
Founder, Snapdeal, turned angel investors and are now 
backing promising startups. They have increased the 
volume of angel investments while encouraging 
entrepreneurs to turn their ideas into full-fledged 
businesses.
 

Amid the mayhem of the pandemic, the government made 
the impactful decision to exempt taxes on LTCG (Long-term 
Capital Gains) acquired through the sale of listed equity 
shares. Furthermore, other tax deductions, such as relief 
for remote work, will increase cash flow and create a

Founders turned investors

Tax exemptions from the government
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The term ‘Financiers’ shall mean a Banking Unit 
or a Finance Company/Finance Unit, which is 
licensed/regulated/registered by IFSCA or 

with any other financial sector regulator, in 
India or abroad, and is permitted to conduct 

Trade Finance Services.

This is our thirty-ninth release
in the series of awareness articles on IFSC

v. Export Credit (Packing Credit), 
vi. Insurance / Credit Guarantee, 
vii. Factoring system and 
viii. Any other trade product.

The term “Trade Financing Unit” refers to an invoice or a bill or any 
other standard trade document on the ITFS. Trade Financing Unit 
may be created either by the Exporter or Importer. 

The term ‘Financiers’ shall mean a Banking Unit or a Finance 
Company/Finance Unit, which is licensed/regulated/registered by 
IFSCA or with any other financial sector regulator, in India or 
abroad, and is permitted to conduct Trade Finance Services.

‘Reverse Trade Financing’ refers to the process of initiating the 
creation of Trade Financing Unit by the Importer on ITFS.

An applicant who desires to set up ITFS in an IFSC and fulfils the 
requirements as specified under this framework shall apply to 
IFSCA through the application form available on the IFSCA 
website. The Authority, upon satisfaction, may at first grant an in-
principal approval to operate in the regulatory sandbox 
environment for such period as it may deem fit, before making it 
fully operational. 

• This new mechanism is being set up to enable Exporters and 
Importers to avail various types of trade finance facilities at 
competitive terms. 

• The introduction of this mechanism in the form of dedicated 
electronic platform is aimed to bring more trade finance 
opportunities for the Indian Exporters and Importers thereby 
reducing constraints in obtaining adequate finance and thus 
building up a more better and improved ecosystem for trade 
finance in our country.

6. Application process

7. Conclusion

FEATURE

Roshan Kumar Bajaj [FCA, CIFRS]

He is a Director in JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited which is a 
business advisory and consultancy company, incorporated under Companies 
Act, 2013. The company is engaged in providing services related to Goods and 

Services Tax, advisory services to International 
Financial Service Centre [Gujarat International 
Finance Tec-City (GIFT)]. During his association 
with Deloitte earlier, he has gained rich experience 
in providing Audit and Assurance services to 
various large Corporate including Telecom, FMCG, 
Cement, Consumer Appliances, Port, Healthcare, 
Hospitality sectors, Steel, Mining etc. He has 
expertise in providing services relating to IFRS and 
Ind-AS also and has handled domestic and 
international projects for the same. He also 
contributes to various articles relating to his 
domain.

The article is
co-authored by

CS Jyoti Sinha Banerjee

4. Applicability

5. Permissible activities 

As per the circular, the ITFS framework shall be applicable on the 
entities seeking permission to set up ITFS under this framework. 

The parties to the ITFS shall be permitted to undertake or 
participate in the following International Trade Finance related 
activities:
i. Export Invoice Trade Financing, 
ii. Reverse Trade Financing, 
iii. Bill discounting under Letter of Credit, 
iv. Supply Chain Finance for Exporters, 

1. Synopsis of the previous release

2. Coverage in the current release

3. Meaning

In our last release, we had emphasized on introduction of 
Negotiated Large Trade Facility (NLT) facility for Derivatives in 
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City International Financial 
Services Centres (GIFT IFSC). 

The International Financial Services Authority (IFSCA) vide Circular 
dated July 9, 2021 has decided to set up a framework for setting up 
International Trade Financing Services Platform (‘ITFS’) for 
providing Trade Finance Services at International Financial 
Services Centres (IFSCs) , which is being dealt with in our current 
release.

The term ‘International Trade Finance Service’ or ‘ITFS’ refers to an 
electronic platform for facilitating the trade finance requirements of 
Exporters and Importers through multiple Financiers.



ARBITRATION LAWS IN INDIA 

Neha Ahuja, LLM 
Advocate

FEATURE: LEGAL CORNER
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Arbitration is a legal mechanism 
encouraging settlement of disputes 

between two or more parties 
mutually by the appointment of a 

third party whose decision is binding 
on the parties referring the said 

dispute.

rbitration is a part of the Alternative Dispute 
Resolution mechanism that benefits parties Awho want to avoid the normal lengthy recourse 

to the local courts for settlement of disputes. 

Neha Ahuja, Advocate

• Working as an Advocate in the field of Tax, Intellectual Property, Capital 
Markets & Securities, Anti-Corruption, Investigation, Manufacturing, 
Consumer Products, Industrial Products & Durables, Communications 
(Telecom & Broadcasting), Energy (Power, Coal, Oil & Gas),Mining, Civil and 
Criminal litigation. Specialized in Criminal Litigation. 

• Consulting various law firms in India.
• Regular faculty at Jai Hind College of Commerce and Science for the subject of 

Law. Lectures given on the following Acts and Bills:
Contract Law, 1872, Companies Act, 2013, Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, 
Banking Regulation Act 1949, Negotiable Instruments Act 1881, Indian 
Insurance Act 1938, IRDA Act 1999, Consumer Protection Act, 1986, 
Ombudsmen Act 1975,Indian Stamp Act 1899, Indian Registration Act 1908, 
Lokpal and Lokayukta Bill.

• Worked as a Constitutional expert on several books published by Lexis Nexis 
namely “India Needs GST” 3rd Edition. Also, written textbooks at college level 
on the subject of IPR & Cyber Law published by Vipul Prakashan.

• Editor for Law Textbooks on the subject of Contract Law, 1872 and Negotiable 
Instrument Act 1881 published by Reliable Publication.

• On the panel as a Legal Committee member to social clubs such as the Cricket 
Club of India.

• Completed her Bachelors in Banking and Insurance (BBI). There after obtained 
a Masters degree in Commerce (Mcom) and then completed Legum 
Baccalaureus (LLB) and LLM.

Arbitration is a legal mechanism encouraging 
settlement of disputes between two or more parties 
mutually by the appointment of a third party whose 
decision is binding on the parties referring the said 
dispute.

All disputes however are not arbitrable and there are 
certain disputes which fall outside categories of 
arbitrable disputes as held by the Hon’ble Apex Court 
in the matter of Booz Allen and Hamilton Inc V. SBI 
Home Finance Ltd. These are:
a) criminal offences
b) guardianship matters
c) insolvency and winding up proceedings
d) matters of probate, letters of administration, 

succession certificate etc
e) eviction proceedings
f) patents, trademarks, copyright
g) Anti Trust/ competition laws

h) Bribery/Corruption Laws
i) Fraud

Commercial arbitration is currently the preferred mode 
of dispute resolution for complex commercial disputes. 

There have been a number of recent moves to improve 
the arbitration landscape in India. Significantly, 
amendments to the Arbitration Act have sought to 
improve speed and efficiency of arbitration by, among 
other things: 
• Imposing time limits.
• Encouraging institutional arbitration.
• Reducing the scope for court intervention both at 

the pre-arbitration and post-arbitration stage.
• Discouraging filing frivolous applications 

challenging arbitral awards.
• Discouraging delays by introducing a more realistic 

cost regime.

Courts have also followed the lead, with a number of 
recent decisions narrowing the scope of judicial 
interference.
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COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT FOR
THE MONTH OF OCTOBER - 2021

Compiled by CA Kamlesh P. Mehta
(B.Com, FCA, DISA)
M/s. Kamlesh P. Mehta Associates

COMPLIANCE COMPLIANCE CALENDAR

Authorities Particulars Due Date
DP/ Exchanges

BSE/ NSE

PMS

Income Tax

All Exchanges

Depositary

Exchanges

NSE/ BSE/ MCX/

NCDEX/ CDSL/

NSDL

All Exchanges

& DP

BSE/ NSE/ MSE

MCX 

NCDEX

NSE/ BSE

BSE/ MSE/ NSE/

MCX/ NCDEX

BSE

NSE/ BSE

All Exchanges

NSE/ BSE/

MCX/ NCDEX

NSE/ BSE/

MCX/ NCDEX

NSE/ BSE/

MCX/ NCDEX

All Exchanges

Change in format for appointing nominee for Eligible Trading and Demat Accounts

Segregation and Monitoring of Collateral at Client Level - Reporting 

PMS- Certification for Activity Report- through SEBI portal for the month of September, 2021

TDS Payment for the Month of September 2021 for Corporate and Individual.

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session (Subject to circular to be issued by respective exchanges)

Investor Grievances (Report) • CDSL & • NSDL

Submission of Surveillance Obligations report for the quarter ended 30.09.2021 

Reporting for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) applications and systems

offered and used by market intermediaries.

Reporting of Cyber Security Incidents for the quarter July, 2021 to September, 2021

(Subject to circular)

Statement of Accounts for funds & Securities to clients for the quarter ended 30.09.2021

(Non running accounts)

Statement of Accounts to clients for the quarter ended 30/09/2021

Statement of Accounts to clients for the half year ended 30/09/2021

Margin Trading Facility - Submission of Networth & Compliance Certificate for the half year

ended 30/09/2021

Submission of Annual Returns (Including Networth certificate) for the period ended

31st March, 2021

No. of STR filed with FIU-IND for the month of September, 2021 (Including NIL STR)

Reporting of client level cash and Cash Equivalent Balances by trading members to the clearing

members on weekly basis (within next four trading days of subsequent week)

Submission of Bank statement to exchange on weekly basis (within next four trading days

of subsequent week)

Requirement of sending a complete ‘Statement of Accounts’ for funds, securities and commodities

in respect of each of its clients (within next four trading days of subsequent week)

Reporting of client level Cash and Cash Equivalent Balances and Bank account balances

(within next four trading days of subsequent week)

Uploading of Clients’ Funds, collateral and other details lying with the member broker.

(Enhanced Supervision within three trading days of subsequent week)

Uploading of day-wise Holding statement in the specified standard format to exchange

(within four trading days of subsequent week)

01.10.2021

01.10.2021

Within 7 working

days of next month

07.10.2021

09.10.2021

10.10.2021

15.10.2021

15.10.2021

15.10.2021

31.10.2021

31.10.2021

31.10.2021

31.10.2021

31.10.2021

Before 31.10.2021

Weekly basis

Weekly basis

Weekly basis 

Weekly basis

Weekly basis

Weekly basis

Kamlesh P. Mehta, B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an 
experience of 26 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity market 
compliance consultancy.

He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai. 

He is also providing compliance calendar to BSE brokers forum and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his team had drafted compliance 
manual for commodity brokers published by BSE brokers forum.

He is a regular speaker of the various seminars for broking and DP compliances organized by WIRC (Western India Regional Council of ICAI) and study circle group. For 
further assistance, kindly contact at: kamleshmehtaca@gmail.com

*Note: The Compliance Calendar is indicative in nature. For realtime updates,
kindly refer respective Market Infrastructure Insitution's latest circulars.
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REGULATORY PUREGULATORY PULSE

Stock Exchange Members Barred from Distributing Digital Gold

Further, as per Rule 8(3)(f) of the SCRR, 
as referred to in the Circular, members 
are not permitted to engage as a 
principal or an employee in any business 
other than of securities or commodity 
derivatives, except as a broker or agent 
not involving personal financial liability. 
However, even if gold is not considered 
as ‘securities’, the exception clearly 
allows these platforms to offer the gold 
subject to, a) acting as agents, and b) not 
incurring financial losses because of 
such activity. Almost all activities clearly 
fall within the exceptions stated in the 
rule and has, therefore, befuddled 
market participants.

Several broking entities have decided to 
stop distributing digital gold on their 
platforms, which means that moving 
forward, investors could either exit their 
investment or directly transact with the 
seller. Non-members, for example, e-
wallets such as Google Pay, etc. are not 
impacted by the Circular. 

It is worthwhile to note that typically, 
while distributing digital gold, these 
online platforms facilitate the purchase, 
sale and delivery of physical gold to 
customers in partnership with gold 
sellers. Thus, members distributing 
digital gold on their platforms merely act 
as agents facilitating the purchase and 
sale of digital gold between the vendor 
and the investor and the said process 
does not involve any personal financial 
liability of the members. Once an 
investor completes the KYC process and 
purchases an order on the platform, an 
equivalent amount of gold is purchased 
on behalf of the investor at the prevailing 
market rates and stored in allocated 
vaults which are insured by the seller. 
Post this, the investor can opt for 
redemption with doorstep delivery or sell 
it on the platform. 

Thus, in the above scenario, unless the 
member actually acquires title over the 
gold purchased on behalf of the investor, 
or the gold is actually bought or sold by 
the member in its own name, it cannot 
be said that the member acts as a 
principal or an employee or in any 

capacity which involves personal 
financial liability. Evidently, in such 
circumstances, the aforesaid activity 
would fall within the scope of exception 
provided under Rule 8(3)(f) of SCRR 
which allows members to act in the 
capacity of a broker or agent while 
engaging in activities other than of 
securities or commodity derivatives. 

Secondly, digital gold offered through 
these platforms are sold by trusted 
vendors and are backed by actual 
physical reserves maintained in secure 
facilities. In such transactions, the 
investor is also made aware that the 
member is acting as an agent and not as 
a principal seller of gold. Moreover, these 
platforms make it easy and convenient 
for investors to resell their gold holdings 
at current market value and offer 
seamless transfer of funds to their 
registered bank account. Therefore, any 
concern with respect to potential misuse 
of client’s funds by such entities can be 
ruled out. 

Historically, gold has been viewed a 
favourable investment option by Indian 
investors during market volatilities. In its 
union budget announcement for FY 
2021-22, the finance ministry had 
proposed for the establishment of 
regulated gold exchanges, with SEBI 
being the sole regulator, marking a shift 
towards financialization of gold. Thus, 
gold will likely now fall within the 
definition of ‘securities’, though this has 
not yet been carried out. With the digital 
gold market already having built a 
momentum towards establishment of a 
transparent market ecosystem for gold, 
the new restrictions are likely to hinder 
financialization of the asset, a stated 
objective of the government. Not only 
this, but the above restrictions can also 
potentially disrupt the rising demand for 
digital gold, ahead of the upcoming 
festive season, as the same may lead to 
skepticism amongst investors regarding 
the legitimacy of the product. Most 
importantly, the restriction based on an 
interpretation of a government rule is 
incorrect and needs to be withdrawn.

Through recent circulars issued by
National Stock Exchange and BSE, 
members of the exchanges have been 
prohibited from distributing digital gold 
on their platforms from September 10. 
The missive comes on the back of SEBI 
writing to the exchanges asking them to 
do so on the basis that the activity 
violates Rule 8(3)(f) of the Securities 
Contracts (Regulation) Rules, 1957. A 
quick look at the rule suggests it was 
formed to safeguard the net worth of the 
broker from erosion by risking it in other 
businesses. The rule essentially allows a 
broker to conduct non-securities 
services’ business “except as a broker or 
agent not involving any personal 
financial liability”. 

Presently, digital gold is sold to 
customers primarily by three vendors - 
Augmont Gold Limited, MMTC-PAMP 
India and Digital Gold India Pvt. Ltd, 
through various platforms & e-wallets 
such as Amazon Pay, Google Pay, as well 
as fintech brokers such as Paytm 
Money, Groww, Upstoxx and traditional 
broking entities like Motilal Oswal, etc. 
These platforms, which allow customers 
to buy 99.99% pure gold at ticket size as 
low as Re. 1/-, offer a flexible option to 
investors to buy and sell gold with a few 
clicks from the comfort of their homes. 
Especially during the pandemic, when 
access to shops for buying physical gold 
was restricted, the digital gold market 
has witnessed a surge in demand 
amongst customers. Moreover, these 
platforms allow customers to buy gold 
without worrying about storage costs or 
assurance of quality, as the same is 
mostly taken care of by the seller. 

While digital gold has gained traction 
amongst retail investors as a viable and 
secure investment option offering ease 
of access and liquidity, it is interesting to 
note that the product is neither regulated 
by SEBI nor the Reserve Bank of India. It 
thus appears that SEBI’s concerns may 
have stemmed from a lack of regulatory 
oversight since digital gold currently 
does not fall within the purview of 
‘securities’ as per the Securities 
Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956. 

 

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/index
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on the securities, investments and banking industry. www.finseclaw.com

REGULATORY PUREGULATORY PULSE

Under the revised framework, the 
requirement of transfer of securities is 
eliminated by marking a lien on the 
tendered securities in the demat 
account of the tendering shareholder/ 
beneficial owner. Upon finalisation of the 
entitlement, the accepted shares are 
debited from the Demat account of the 
shareholders, and the lien marked 
against the unaccepted shares is 
released. The revised framework 
provides for separate procedures to be 
followed in cases of intra-depository 
tender offer instructions, and inter-
depository tender offer instructions. 

In the case of intra-depository tender 
offer instructions, wherein the demat 
account of the tendering shareholder 
and the demat account of the clearing 
corporation and held with the same 
depository, upon tendering of shares, 
the depository marks a lien on the 
tendered shares in the tendering 
shareholders’/ beneficial owners’ demat 
account and provides details of the lien 
created to the clearing corporation. 
Further, the details regarding the 
entitlement of the shareholder for the 
tender offer process are provided to the 
clearing corporation by the issuer, or the 
registrar to an issue and share transfer 
agent (RTA) handling the tender offer. 
Subsequently, upon the finalisation of 
entitlement, the clearing corporation 
unblocks the excess blocked shares 
such that they reflect as free balance in 
the demat account of the respective 
shareholders, and the blocked shares 
mentioned in the acceptance bid are 
transferred to the clearing corporation 
on the date of settlement. 

I n t e r - d e p o s i t o r y  t e n d e r  o f f e r  
instructions are applicable when the 
Demat account of the tendering 
shareholder, and the Demat account of 
the clearing corporations are held with

different depositories, i.e., the source 
depository, and the target depository. In 
such a scenario, the source depository, 
upon receiving the tender offer marks a 
lien over the securities held in the demat 
account of the tendering shareholder/ 
beneficial owner and sends the 
message to the target depository 
confirming the creation of a lien, which 
then forwards these details to the 
clearing corporation. Upon finalisation of 
entitlement, the clearing corporation 
unblocks the excess blocked securities, 
such that the securities reflect as free 
balance in the demat accounts of the 
respective shareholders. However, the 
source depository shall not release the 
lien without receiving a release of tender 
offer message from the target 
depository. Further, upon receiving the 
details with regards to the accepted 
bids, the source depository debits the 
securities from the Demat account of the 
tendering shareholder and credits the 
same to the settlement account of the 
clearing corporation, maintained with 
the target depository, on the settlement 
date. 

The newly introduced measures are 
applicable to all tender offers for which 
public announcements are made on or 
after October 15, 2021, and are aimed at 
reducing the systemic risk associated 
with multiple transfers during the 
tendering period. This move is similar to 
the application supported by blocked 
a m o u n t  ( A S B A )  m e c h a n i s m  
implemented by SEBI for public issues 
wherein the application money is 
blocked in the applicant’s bank account 
and is debited only in case of allotment 
of securities. We believe that these 
changes, along with reducing the 
systemic risk, will bring further 
transparency to, and will ease the 
process of tendering of shares.

In a move to make the tendering of 
shares simpler and efficient, the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(“SEBI”) issued a circular on August 13, 
2021 introducing operational changes in 
the mechanism for tendering of shares 
during open offers, buybacks, and 
delisting of securities. The revised 
framework eliminates the requirement 
of transfer of shares prior to the 
finalisation of entitlement and has 
replaced it with a mechanism for 
marking a lien over the tendered 
securities in the demat account of the 
tendering shareholder/ beneficial owner 
of the securities. 

In the earlier framework introduced by 
SEBI in 2015, and further streamlined in 
2016, trades in relation to the tendering 
transactions would be executed through 
a separate ‘acquisition window’ 
available on the stock exchange, such 
that a stockbroker appointed by the 
entity making the offer would place buy 
orders on the window, while the 
tendering shareholders could tender 
shares on this window through their 
stockbroker. The securities of the 
tendering shareholders were to be 
directly transferred to a special account 
maintained by the clearing corporation 
of the stock exchange providing the 
‘acquisition window’ through the early 
pay-in mechanism before the placement 
of the bid by their stockbroker. Upon 
finalisation of the basis of acceptance, 
the clearing corporation would transfer 
the unaccepted shares directly to the 
demat account of the respective 
shareholders. Furthermore, the acquirer 
would transfer the funds for acquisition 
to the clearing corporation which would 
then settle the trades by making direct 
payouts to the accounts of the 
shareholders. 

SEBI revises framework for tendering of shares
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o you want to live life as a puppet, completely at the mercy of 
the world, or do you want to be free from the persecution of Dthe world and become master of the universe? Live like a king 

by discovering the royal secret - knowledge of your own Power. The 
universe will then transform from a prison-house to a playground. You 
will enjoy every moment of your life and gain access to the 
transcendental as well. 

We often think that material and spiritual ends are mutually 
exclusive. Krsna assures the sincere aspirant of both spiritual 
Enlightenment as well as worldly success. The Bhagavad Gita does 
not promise a vague, post mortem happiness. The benefits can be 
reaped here and now to gain material prosperity, happiness as well 
as spiritual growth. The accent is on consistency of purpose and 
depth of feeling. Pursue your goal constantly and devotedly and you 
will achieve it. Whatever action you perform, whatever you perceive, 
whatever you offer, give or strive for, do it as an offering to God. Thus 
every mundane action is converted to worship. You will be freed from 
the bondage of actions that yield good and bad results. 

THE ROYAL PATH

Jaya Row
Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

NURTURING LIFESTYLE

Ignorant of their potential the deluded ignore the Spirit and get caught 
up with the world. Living in vain hopes, performing futile actions and 
acquiring hollow, superficial knowledge, they are bereft of 
discrimination. They fritter away their lives in the pursuit of petty, 
insignificant playthings. The mahatmas, great souls, anchored in 
thehigher Goal, worship the Spirit single-pointedly. They dedicate all 
actions to the ideal-KarmaYoga. They endeavour to root out hatred 
and instil love for all beings-BhaktiYoga. They are firm in resolve, 
determined in their pursuit till the Goal is attained -JnanaYoga. They 
align both the head and heart with the Truth. Such great souls 
constantly yearn for liberation. They attain total freedom from the 
pairs of opposites in the world. Thus worship is a constant effort at 
union with Atman, not a casual, occasional prayer or ritual. 

Weekly Live Webinars on Bhagavad Gita by Jaya Row every Saturday 6.30 to 7.30 pm on 
Zoom, YouTube & Facebook. Register for free: vedantavision.org/gita.

Jaya Row, Articulate, effective and engaging, Mrs. Jaya Row brings alive the 
wisdom of the Vedas in a modern context. Combining her experience in corporate 
life with 40 years of study and research of Vedanta she provides useful insights to 
life.

Charming oration which transforms complex Vedic principles into brilliant 
management mantras is the hallmark of her discourses. Her clarity, wit and zeal 
have captivated audiences far and wide and inspired people from all walks of life. 

She has the rare gift of being able to connect with and address the concerns of a 
wide range of people from varied walks of life - from CEOs, corporate executives 
and policy makers to industrialists, scientists & doctors, lawyers, academicians, 
homemakers and university students. 

Apart from her popular discourses in India, she is a well loved speaker in the United 
States, UK, Europe and other countries for the last several years. She has been 
invited to speak at prestigious organizations such as:

She has specially designed world-class educational programs on basic human 
values for school children and the youth. She has published books on life values 
for 5 to 8 year olds.

• World Economic Forum Davos 
• Google, California
• Intel, California
• MasterCard, New York
• World Bank, Washington DC
• Deutsche Bank, New York

• Stockholm School of Economics
• Princeton University, New Jersey
• Shell UK, London
• Coca Cola Company, Atlanta
• Young Presidents’ Organization
•  Maersk Liner Graduate Programme

Pursue your goal constantly and 
devotedly and you will achieve it. 

Whatever action you perform, 
whatever you perceive, whatever you 

offer, give or strive for, do it as an 
offering to God.

Spiritual evolution is not the exclusive privilege of the chosen few. 
Krsna accepts even the most wicked people, those who are rajasika 
(passionate) and tamasika(lethargic) and offers them liberation. 
Nobody is disqualified provided they choose the right path. Everyone 
has access to the supreme Goal. The highly refined and spiritually 
evolved ones find it much easier to get there. With a serene mind and 
sharp intellect they understand the nature of the world as anitya 
impermanent and asukha joyless. They know they are heir to true and 
abiding Bliss. All they have to do is look for it in the right place - 
within.

Krsna ends by encapsulating the entire spiritual path in one verse. Fix 
your mind on Me-Jnana Yoga. The intellect fixes Realisation as the 
goal and constantly discriminates between the real and unreal, 
permanent and passing, eternal and ephemeral. Be My devotee -
Bhakti Yoga. Feel for the ideal, pour your heart out to God. Be loyal to 
God. Surrender helps calm the mind. It empowers you to go through 
the ordeals the world has in store for you. Sacrifice to Me -Karma 
Yoga. Sweat, toil, work hard. Act in a spirit of sacrifice and service for 
the welfare of humanity. Dedicate your actions to the Goal. Prostrate 
to Me- dissolve your ego. Place your head and heart at the feet of the 
Lord. Thus, with Me as the supreme Goal you shall come to Me. 

The law is - As you think so shall you be. Most people change their 
lifestyles, clothing, and food. They even re-locate to an Ashram or the 
Himalayas.But pay scant regard to their thoughts which are still on 
the world. The only thing you need to change is your thoughts. 
Nothing else. Elevate your thoughts to the Spirit and the world will be 
at your feet. The fringe benefit of spiritual life is material success. 



10 WAYS TO KEEP YOUR
MENTAL HEALTH IN CHECK

Priti K Shroff
Founder & Managing Director
PRISIM - The Healing Temple

By Ritu Zaveri
Yoga Teacher & Writer

HEALING TEMPLE

There are several experiences that may overpower us while 
giving rise to pain, grief, loss or failure, which are a part of 
normal life. But a healthy mind can process such intense 
emotions without being destroyed by them. So, whether 
we have suffered through the ordeals of contracting the 
Covid 19 virus or have witnessed our loved ones endure it or 
even have lost our near and dear ones to the pandemic - it is 
of utmost importance that we find the necessary strength 
to rise up to our struggles with courage and grit. 

Here’s a list of 10 methods to keep our mental health in 
check. While there is no replacement for professional 
assistance, these methods may be able to help us find 
some respite. 
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As we continue to face the unknown with 
grit and perseverance, there is a host of 

obstacles awaiting to unravel with 
passing times. In order to match up to 

them with bravado, along with a healthy 
body we also need to cultivate a strong 

mindset. This is where mental health 
plays such a pivotal role.

ith the onset of the pandemic, there has been a 
drastic increase in mental health issues such as Wa n x i e t y,  i n s o m n i a  a n d  d e p r e s s i o n .  

Understandably, there is an atmosphere of constant fear 
and strain looming large. As we continue to face the 
unknown with grit and perseverance, there is a host of 
obstacles awaiting to unravel with passing times. In order 
to match up to them with bravado, along with a healthy 
body we also need to cultivate a strong mindset. This is 
where mental health plays such a pivotal role.

Mental health is a vast subject with innumerable 
implications and repercussions on all our lives. Certain 
factors remain consistent though:
• The sense of feeling positive about ourselves and being 

able to function well while being able to maintain healthy 
relationships. 

• The ability to deal with the upheavals of life and coping 
with them with a positive attitude. 

• The sense of connecting with people, our community and 
our surroundings.

• Having a healthy sense of control over our own lives and 
abiding by a sense of freedom.

• Having a sense of purpose and feeling appreciated and 
valued.

1. Journaling- 

2. Meditation- 

As children we might have hidden a diary 
under our beds, protecting its secrets with all our might. 
The truth is that the benefits are applicable even to adults. 
Journaling is one of the best means to express our emotions 
in a healthy manner. It can help tackle stress, manage 
anxiety and cope with depression. It helps recognize 
triggers and gives us the clarity to manage them. It provides 
a foundation to cultivate a positive mental narrative. Most 
importantly, the diary acts as a listening ear that does not 
judge or deceive, therefore it becomes easier to maintain 
complete transparency without fear of any negative 
impact. 

Scientifically proven, the benefits of 
meditation are simply too good to ignore. Without having to 
meditate every single day, we can experience the positive 
impact of its practice. When we meditate, we can enhance
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our focus and decision making while reducing feelings of 
fear and stress. We can fundamentally shift our 
perspectives while simultaneously subduing the impact 
any adversities can cause to us. Overall, we can experience 
a sense of calm and clarity and overall wellbeing. 
Meditation helps to lower blood pressure and stabilize the 
heart rate, increase immunity levels and enhance the 
quality of sleep patterns. It helps psychological issues such 
as depression and anxiety. Meditation stimulates the part of 
the brain that is associated with empathy thus enabling 
better relationships. 

anxiety. It also plays a role in preventing the development of 
mental health problems and aids improvement of the quality 
of life of individuals experiencing mental health. Physical 
activity has been shown to have a positive impact on our 
mood. When events occur that bring on the stress response 
or cause us to feel threatened, our body’s defense system 
kicks in which may enable experiencing a variety of 
uncomfortable physical symptoms such as sleeping 
problems, sweating, loss of appetite etc. Cortisol is 
released within the body which hinders the normal 
functioning of the stomach and also reduces blood flow to 
the skin. Physical exercise can be very effective in relieving 
stress. It increases life expectancy and is also helpful in 
treating anxiety issues. 

The connection between diet and emotions 
stems from the close relationship between the brain and the 
gastrointestinal tract, often referred to as the ‘second brain’ 
The GI tract is home to billions of bacteria that influence the 
production of neurotransmitters,, chemical substances that 
constantly carry messages from the gut to the brain. Eating 
healthy food promotes the growth of good bacteria which in 
turn, positively affects neurotransmitters, chemical 
substances that constantly carry messages from the gut to 
the brain. Sugar, in particular, is considered a major culprit 
of inflammation. It feeds bad bacteria in the GI tract. It also 
causes a temporary spike in ‘feel good’ neurotransmitters, 
like dopamine. The result is a fleeting rush which later leads 
to crash that’s actually worse for moods. Eating healthy 
food ensures a healthy body and a strong mind.

5. Food- 

3. Sleep- Research suggests that the relationship 
between sleep and mental health is rather complex. While 
sleep as long been addressed as a consequence of several 
psychiatric conditions, sleep is now regarded as playing an 
integral role in both the development and maintenance of 
different mental health problems. Sleep issues can lead to 
definitive changes in mental health while mental health 
conditions can worsen as a result of lack of sleep. Because 
of this circular relationship between sleep patterns and 
mental states, it is critical that sleep patterns are well 
balanced at all times. 

4. Exercise- Physical activity has a deep impact on 
enhancing overall wellbeing. Even a short burst of 10 
minutes of brisk walking increases metal alertness, energy 
and positive moods. Participation in regular physical 
activity can increase self esteem and can reduce stress and

6. Affirmations- Affirmations help us feel motivated to 
maintain a positive self view. They are positive thoughts 
that may be repeated over and over again thus leading to 
maintenance of a positive self- view. When well being 
is threated, self affirmations help restore self 
competence by allowing us to reflect on sources of self 
worth and redirect our core values back in place. They can 
cause drastic changes in attitude while altering 
perspectives and simultaneously reducing the effect of 
negative emotions.
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7. Spending time in nature-

8. Music- 

 From a stroll through a city 
park to day spent hiking in the wilderness, exposure to 
nature has been linked to a host of benefits including 
improved attention, lower stress, better moods, reduced 
risk of psychiatric disorders and even upticks in empathy 
and cooperation. Most research has found that the human 
connection with the natural world seems to contribute to 
happiness even when we are not physically immersed in 
nature. Spending time in nature acts as a balm for our busy 
brains. It has a deep rooted effect on cognitive functions, 
working memory and attentional control.

Music can be a source of pleasure and 
contentment but is a great boon to psychological health as 
well. Music relaxes the mind, energizes the body and helps 
manage pain well. It can influence thoughts, feelings and 
behaviors. For instance, we may feel pumped and energetic 
while listening to fast paced music and be moved to tears 
by a tender live performance. It can improve cognitive 
performance and can reduce stress. Music prevents over 
eating and helps improve memory. It helps manage pain and 
enhances sleep cycles. It helps us to feel motivated and 
improves moods. It also Improves endurance and 
performance.

the creating something new. Our imagination is allowed to 
take over and express itself in different ways. Art also 
enhances problem solving skills. Because there isn’t any 
right or wrong in art, we are encouraged to imagine our own 
solutions. Our thinking becomes more flexible and prepares 
the brain for complicated functions in the same ways that 
learning a new language does. Creating art boosts self 
esteem and provides a sense of accomplishment. It 
produces dopamine, which helps us feel good, increases 
drive, and improves concentration. Art enhances cognitive 
abilities and memory for people with serious brain disorders 
such as dementia and alzheimer’s disease. Art can be an 
effective way to help those who suffer from chronic 
conditions such as depression, pain and anxiety. 

Prisim Healing Institute is an alternative health center that believes in healing 

one individual at a time. 

We have various complementary therapies that help an individual to reach to 

their optimal health.

• 10 Day Detox Programme

• Brahma Satya Energy Healing

• Aura Scan & Analysis

• Aura Cleanse & Chakra Alignment

• Crystal Healing Workshops & Crystal Grid

• Yoga & Zumba

• Sujok & Acupuncture

• Sound Therapy

• Art Therapy & Zentangle

• Emotional Catharsis

• Fairy / Angel Card Reading

• Healing Meditations - Chakra Meditation, Naadabrahma etc.

• Numerology

• Hypnotherapy / Past Life Regression

• Clearing of Spaces

• Reconnective Healing & The Reconnection

• Heartlight Ascension

• Raw & Vegan Foods by Prana Kitchen

10.  Human connection- Human beings are social beings. 
Without finding a sense of connection with peers and 
family, it is almost inevitable for them to feel lonely and 
isolated. It is imperative an individual finds at least one 
person to whom they can bare their sole to unconditionally. 
Sharing a sense of connection with those around us can 
help us feel more integrated and alive. As humans, we are 
wired to connect with the world around us. Therefore, it is 
imperative that we nurture this aspect of our nature and 
allow it to blossom. 

9. Art - Art can prove to be immensely beneficial to health 
and contribute to overall happiness and mental well being. It 
helps reinvigorate the being and relieves stress for adults 
and kids alike. Art and mental health are deeply 
interconnected. Artistic activities such as pottery, 
sculpting, painting or drawing are known to lower stress 
levels and promote mental calmness. It takes our mind off 
daily activities and provides a relaxing distraction. Our brain 
enters a flow of calmness while allowing the creative 
energies to take over. Worries are set aside as we focus on
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